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Student offers textbook choice; store skeptical
By Brian Sylvester
For The Maine Campus
Many students may have seen
some of the postings on various
FirstClass conferences offering an
alternative to purchasing textbooks
from the University Bookstore.
Thorval Munksgaard, a second-
year philosophy major at the
University of Maine, has proposed
the sale of every textbook that the
University Bookstore carries for
exactly half the price.
Munksgaard, who lives in
Bangor, could not explain in detail his
sources for the textbooks, but he is
hopeful that the business venture will
expand as he gets more customers.
His overreaching goal is not to create
a profit for himself, but to provide
textbooks at a lower cost for other
students.
"Bookstore prices, even for used
books, are way too high,"
Munksgaard said. "Especially when
I can get the books for cheaper."
Since his FirstClass posting last
Friday, Munksgaard has already
heard from at least 10 students,
including one person who ordered 15
textbooks for the spring semester.
While at the moment the business
idea is quite small and operates pri-
marily through private contracts
between Munksgaard and students
•via e-mail, he hopes to launch a Web
site to monitor his book sales and
orders.
One of the many people who read
Munksgaard's posts was Bill
Hockensmith, the director of the
University Bookstore. Hockensmith
was not phased by Munksgaard's
offer, saying that many students in the
past have attempted such ventures.
"I really think that [Munksgaard]
has just oversold his plan,"
Hockensmith said in response to
Munksgaard's e-mail.
Hockensmith discussed the
improbability that Munksgaard
would be able to achieve his adver-
tised 50 percent price reduction.
The University Bookstore . has
connections with used-book corpora-
tions nationwide, which allows
Hockensmith to purchase used books
for roughly half the price of new
books. Hockensmith returns many
unsold books to used-book compa-
nies. That action makes the
University Bookstore a preferred cus-
tomer, giving the university access to
a wider catalogue of textbooks.
Hockensmith categorically
denied that it would be possible to
sell every title at half the bookstore
See TEXTBOOK on Page 2
Mirror, Mirror on the Mall
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
WET WEDNESDAY — This week's steady rain flooded the mall, making pedestrian travel difficult.
Three men sought in
super-soaker incident
A female resident was squirted
with super soakers and accosted
with hate speech after a Maine
Won't Discriminate event last
Thursday night, according to
University of Maine Public
Safety.
At 9:45 p.m., the student was
walking home from the Vote
Louder concert in Memorial
Union, police said. Waiting to
cross the road at the intersection
of Munson and Moosehead
roads, a midsize pickup drove
past her. She observed three men
with super-soaker squirt guns in
the back of the pickup. The indi-
viduals allegedly squirted her
and yelled an obscenity.
Police are seeking the occu-
pants of the older, dark-colored
midsize pickup. To report any
information concerning the inci-
dent, contact Detective Chris
Gardner at 581-4048. To report
anonymously, use the Public
Safety Campus Eyes Internet
Reporting System.
The case has been reported to
the Attorney General's Civil
Rights Office.
Because it is an ongoing
criminal investigation, police are
releasing no further information.
Question 1 debate urges
closer look at the issue
By Joel Crabtree
For The Maine Campus
Question 1 on Maine's Nov. 8
ballot is a controversial topic that
many shy away from. On campus,
there are numerous organizations
supporting 'no' on Question 1 —
with the foremost being UMaine
Won't Discriminate —but there are
few who openly support the 'yes'
side of the issue.
Although geology professor and
anti-abortion activist Terrence
Hughes may be the most well-
known and vocal advocate on cam-
pus of 'yes' on Question 1, there are
others on campus who have been
less outspoken about their opinions.
Sarah Nickerson, a freshman
majoring in animal and veterinary
science, supports 'yes' on Question
1. She believes people need to step
away from their liberal or conserva-
tive labels and look at the issue.
She does not believe that
Question 1 is as Biblically oriented
as many conservatives would like
to think.
"That's not the topic here,"
Nickerson said. "As the laws stand
now. in Maine, homosexuals have
no fewer rights than heterosexuals
have. ... By passing this, they're
actually getting special rights."
Although she does not support
Question 1 because of her religious
beliefs, she does consider this law
as a precursor to gay marriage. If
Question 1 is defeated, she believes
Bangor Baptist
pastor: Issue
isn't wholly
religious
same-sex marriage will follow
closely.
The Bangor Baptist Church also
believes that a 'no' vote will even-
tually lead Maine in the direction of
gay marriage. Pastor Jerry Mick
said this could be one of the ulteri-
or motives behind Question 1, and
See YES on Page 2
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YES
From Page 1
it would be in the best interest of the
state to vote pass the referendum.
Mick said that it would be better
to stop gay marriage at the begin-
ning rather than halfway down the
road.
Mick doesn't see the issue as
wholly religious, but rather that
there are many different ways to
view Question 1. He gets the idea
that a lot of people believe a 'Yes'
vote is purely religious, but says that
is not the case.
The issue of parents' rights has
been brought up in the debate on
Question 1. Nickerson believes its
defeat would take parents' rights
away.
"You're removing the rights of
other people by passing this law,
like parental rights," Nickerson
said.
She gave an example of public
schools. If a school hired a gay gym
teacher whose duties would involve
monitoring locker rooms and par-
ents felt uncomfortable with that,
they could do nothing about it.
Nickerson believes this is wrong
and works as reverse discrimina-
tion.
She also believes it serves as
reverse discrimination against peo-
ple with Christian religious beliefs.
"You're undermining the rights
of people with religious commit-
ments for the right of homosexuali-
ty," Nickerson said. "It's like
reverse discrimination."
Nickerson said that if a reli-
gious family has a room for rent in
their house, they cannot deny a
homosexual from living there
based on his orientation, even
though it would be uncomfortable
DIFFERENT VIEW — Supporters
event was "invitation only" and
for that family to live there.
She does not know if the United
States is ready to pass such laws yet.
"As a country, we have not
decided that homosexuality is OK,"
she said. "We have agreed that
homosexuals have the right to be
together because we're a country
based on freedom."
Nickerson has noticed that
there is a strong dislike from
many on campus, toward individ-
CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
of 'Yes' on 1 crowd the door in the cramped basement of Bangor Christian School. The
media was not allowed inside.
uals who support Question 1.
"Anyone who, because of their
Christian belief, supported 'yes' on
1, were strongly discriminated
against on campus," Nickerson said.
She is frustrated that a majority
of the university has only looked at
one side of the issue and that there
are not a lot of people who support
Question 1 or are even tolerant of it.
"People don't understand what
the law is passing," Nickerson said.
After noticing the strong opposi-
tion to the referendum, Nickerson
decided to do some research and
find information for supporting the
initiative.
"There is some good info out
there, but it's hard to find." she said.
She does not like the idea that
Maine's gay-rights law would
include gender expression or gender
identity. If Question 1 is defeated,
Maine will be the only state to have
this with their gay rights law.
There's no line as to what gender
expression or identity can be.
Nickerson believes gender identity
needs to be better defined in the law.
"By passing this law, you're just
opening up a gray area." she said.
Nickerson emphasized that she
does not hate homosexuals in any
way. However, she does not believe
that anyone has the justification to
obtain special rights.
TEXTBOOK
From Page 1
price, as this would involve finding
the books for less than 25 percent of
their new price to come in at 50 per-
cent of the used book price in the
bookstore.
Hockensmith is considered to be
a national expert on the used-book
marketplace and has given many
lectures to other college bookstores'
personnel on how to manipulate the
market and lower prices for students.
Since Hockensmith was made direc-
tor of the University Bookstore three
years ago, the used-book sales have
grown to approximately 49 percent
of the total sales in the bookstore.
The national average is 22 percent.
The bookstore offers roughly
2,500 titles in textbooks alone,
which can be broken down into sev-
eral categories. About a quarter of all
the books are new editions, which
cannot be found used. Thirty percent
of the books are readily available
online and used.
About 15 percent of the books
the university sells are not as easy to
find. Hockensmith calls these books
obscure or exclusive books. They
include titles written by faculty
members on campus, books that are
printed on campus and several pack-
aged sets, including electronics.
Luncheon reviews referendum issue
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer
Homecoming may be over,
but that didn't stop two alumni
from helping the University of
Maine community.
Emily Cain, the Orono rep-
resentative to the Maine
Legislature, and Matthew
Small, the co-chairman of the
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual,
Transgender and Allies
Council, led the second install-
ment of Coming Out Week with
a brown bag luncheon on
Monday in the Coe Room of
Memorial Union.
"I really enjoy the opportu-
nity to return as a graduate stu-
dent and focus on these
issues," Small said. "There's
always a two goal objective
with the first being to get the
word out, and then the second
is getting everyone involved as
well."
Cain and Small, both 2002
graduates of UMaine, discussed
the issues that are facing the
GLBT community on campus.
Along with Small, Cain is also a
part of the UMaine Won't
Discriminate movement, as she
is one of two staff advisers.
So far, the UMWD organiza-
tion has received support from
several academic departments,
while also getting backing from
various student organizations
such as Alternative Spring
Break, All Maine Women and
Male Athletes Against Violence.
Besides addressing the issues
from a campus standpoint, the
duo discussed how these effects
are also important at a statewide
level.
Small presented a report
entitled, "Discrimination
Against Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
and Transgender Individuals in
Maine." The 33-page report was
done by the Center for the
Prevention of Hate Violence in
Portland.
The report chronicled vari-
ous studies, including the aver-
age income for a GLBT individ-
ual in the state. The results of
the study showed that out of the
48 people surveyed, 30 of them
were making less than $25,000
a year. Later on in the discus-
sion, Small pointed out that
there "are people who work
blue-collar jobs, who could get
discriminated against even
more compared to those in a
white-collar job."
As the luncheon continued,
the discussion started to center
on the Nov. 8 election concern-
ing Question 1, which will
determine whether or not to
extend civil rights protection to
sexual preference
"I had just moved to Maine
when this issue was heating up
again in 1998, and this time
being in the legislature, I had
the chance to learn about the
history of the issue and how far
it's come," Cain said. "This
time, we saw it come down to
real people, real stories and real
hurt."
These titles are not available any-
where other than the University
Bookstore. Hockensmith believed it
was nearly impossible that any stu-
dent could provide them without
resorting to theft or copyright fraud.
"It just isn't possible to find
exclusive books outside of the book-
store," he said.
The vast majority of these exclu-
sive books are updated annually,
meaning they cannot be purchased
used. Munksgaard responded to this
dilemma with the claim that he
could appropriate used exclusive
books from alumni just as easily as
he could find any other textbook.
Hockensmith remarked that stu-
dents should beware of any Internet
book sales but went on to say that he
invites all students to purchase their
books at the lowest price they are
able to find.
"If this turns out to be legitimate,
I'll be his best customer,"
Hockensmith said jokingly.
Donate Blood
The American Red Cross bus
will be at the football game -
UMaine v. Delaware
Saturday the 29th
from 9am-2pm
All donors will receive a free
ticket to the football game!
There are only 20 spots available
so make your appointment early!
Call 941-2900
for an appointment
GO BLUE! A
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AIDS-HIV concerns Peer Educators, Cutler
By Joseph Bishop
For The Maine Campus
Every semester, misinforma-
tion from uninformed sources
concerning the number of HIV
cases on the University of
Maine campus seems to circu-
late, but according to Angela
Fiandaca, leader of the Peer
Educational Group, the num-
bers of cases has increased.
Specific statistics, such as
the total number of students
infected or a demographic
breakdown, can't be disclosed
for reasons of confidentiality.
"There isn't this epidemic on
campus with 40 new cases, but
at the same time, we don't want
to minimize it ... [by] saying
there's two new cases, or what-
ever, but I don't even know the
information," Fiandaca said.
No source on campus has a
definitive number of those who
may have tested positive for
HIV.
The Eastern Maine AIDS
Network, UMaine counseling
services and the Peer Educators
have all sought to dispel illu-
sions about HIV-AIDS on cam-
pus and what respective roles
each organization plays. EMAN
is the area organization con-
nected with the state and
required by federal law to work
with the state health agencies.
The data EMAN receives isn't
used to identify individuals
infected with HIV-AIDs but
instead is used to see where
resources, education and grants
should be allocated, based on
the identified numbers in their
area.
According to Richard Young,
spokesperson for Cutler Health
Services, the health center has
no access to sensitive informa-
tion concerning the percentage
of cases on campus and by law,
is prohibited from disclosing
such information anyway.
"Who goes and gets tested is
entrusting us with confidence
with that personal information
and morally, I have an obliga-
tion to those people to keep
what they say confidential,"
said Young.
The most detailed informa-
tion available is the total num-
ber of HIV-AIDS cases in
Penobscot County, but this
reveals almost nothing about
UMaine specifically, said
Young.
"You could do some mathe-
matical equations and figures,
and you might come up with
what the percentage per
100,000 population or 10,000
population," he said. "If you
looked at our campus, to say
those cases actually exist here,
that information would not be
reliable."
"The problem with statistics
is that people look at the statis-
tics and try to find a way to con-
vince themselves that they're
statistics, so the more statistics
they get, it's easier for people to
say, 'I'm not a member of that
group, so therefore I'm not at
risk,— said Jamie Rogers, corn-
munity education coordinator at
Cutler.
She wants to stress the point
that HIV is something that hap-
pens to everybody and not just a
certain group. She also believes
people are affected differently
by statistics. For some, it can
cause hysteria and panic, while
others seem to regard it as
unimpressive.
Young emphasized focusing
less on a witch-hunt to deter-
mine who may or may not be
infected with HIV.
"What we need to do as a
student population ... [is] to
work together to try to get the
message out to students,"
Young said.
The relationship with EMAN
was established because
"they're the expert in this area,"
Young said. The Peer Group
brought EMAN to campus for
the AIDS awareness day on the
mall on Oct. 16 to provide some
educational background and
support.
The medical staff from
Cutler and Bonnie Clark, a
women's health provider, are in
charge of STD prevention and
control, and works with the
Peer Educators for advice on
educational pieces. A student
advisory group from Cutler
works with the student groups
and goes out to campus resi-
dence halls to make presenta-
tions on HIV awareness, testing
and safe sex.
"Research has shown that
having peers go out and actual-
ly discuss these issues and pro-
vide leadership in these areas is
most effective," Young said.
"We try to focus less on the
people we know have been
affected and more so on the
people that don't know their
status because they are more
likely to take precautions to
prevent the spread of the virus
to others," Fiandaca said. "But
the people who don't know
they're infected could be
Campus
organizations
deflect rumors
of epidemic, mull
awareness programs
spreading the virus to other
people. So it doesn't really mat-
ter if there are one, five or 50
people infected on campus. The
fact is, the people that live here
need to take steps to protect
their own health."
According to Young, our
group on campus wouldn't be
considered to be iii the highest
risk group but would be in the
moderate risk group. This is
based on sexual habits like
practicing unsafe sex, having-
multiple partners and other fac-
tors that lead to HIV transmis-
sion.
"[While HIV-AIDS] doesn't
discriminate, it doesn't care
who it attacks," said Young. "It
doesn't care what sexual orien-
tation you are. It only matters if
you've had sex with somebody
with HIV."
College students are dispro-
portionately affected by the
virus. In fact, 50 percent of new
HIV cases are reported with
people under the age of 25.
Rogers strongly urges any-
body who has had multiple sex-
ual partners or unprotected sex
to get tested for HIV.
"People with HIV can be a-
symptomatic for anywhere from
seven to 12 years, so you could
be sleeping with one person or
five people in those years, and
there's a chance you could be
passing that virus on without
knowing it and without those
people knowing it," Rogers said.
Somebody who knows
they're HIV positive is consid-
erably less likely to engage in
unsafe sex and spread the virus.
Fiandaca speculated that some
people were afraid to get tested
because of the sobering mortal-
ity it entails.
Young offered advice for
UMaine students.
"Be aware that AIDS exists
in the world," he said. "It can
affect us here in Maine. Practice
safe sex, educate yourself on
how HIV is transmitted and
avoid the habits that are related
to high transmission of HIV."
Share your space, but live on your own.
A furnishings pictured are from Wal-Mart.
Get everything for your dorm room at Walmart.com and still afford tuition.
HP Laptop
Bedding
Sto -age
WAL*MART
ALWAYS LOW PRICES.
Waimart.com
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES
GSS OKs $3,100, urges increase of fair trade
By Angelica Dolbow
For The Maine Campus
The General Student Senate
approved $3,100 in new resolu-
tions and is urging Dining
Services to investigate increasing
the amount of fair trade products
purchased to at least 75 percent
of total purchased coffee, tea and
cocoa.
Three resolutions passed in
the GSS meeting on Tuesday.
The first concerned Dining
Services, allocating $1,100 to
Amnesty International to have a
concert and allocating $2,000 to
the UMaine roller hockey club
for their 2005-06 league registra-
tion.
The reason to bring up a reso-
lution urging Dining Services to
investigate increasing the
amount of fair trade products is
"to expand the availability of
Fair Trade coffee on campus,"
said Senator Gabrielle Berube.
The majority of farmers live
in poverty, said Berube. Fair
Trade helps farmers make a high-
er profit than they would make if
they were trading their cops
through conventional trade.
Coffee farmers generally are
paid 30 to 40 cents or less per
pound through conventional
trade, while the coffee is then
sold at approximately $10 per
pound in the United States.
Assisted by nonprofit groups,
fair trade coffee, tea and cocoa is
grown by farmers who organize
themselves into trading blocs, or
co-ops that deal with the big cof-
fee roasters and retailers of the
world to get a fair price for their
product.
Coffee is known as the second
largest global commodity, behind
petroleum, and approximately 12
billion pounds of coffee is pro-
duced yearly.
Fair trade guarantees that the
farmer receives at least $1.26 per
pound. They can then reinvest
into their farms to produce better
coffee and provide for their fam-
ilies. The student body has
expressed significant interest in
buying fair trade. Since the cost
of fair trade products to the uni-
versity is virtually the same as
conventional products and
Dining Services already pur-
chase from companies who offer
fair trade options, there is no rea-
son not to switch, said Berube.
There has been a tremendous
amount of students in favor of
fair trade products, said Senator
Morgan Pottle.
Starbucks and Green
Mountain have a lot of fair trade
options, said Berube. Dunkin
Donuts espresso coffee is from
fair trade.
Some students have started to
petition the university to use
more fair trade products, said
Pottle.
"This is a great political
move," said Senator Derek
Mitchell. "Seventy-five percent
is a great goal to me. This gives
Dining Services an issue to work
out."
Other senators had different
views on this issue.
Unless you have facts, you
should never include numbers,
said Senator Nathaniel Saint Cyr.
"Setting the figure doesn't seem
correct or financially feasible."
Mitchell stood by his argu-
ment.
"You need to include the num-
ber because it's important," he
said. "What if Dining Services
increased fair trade by one bag
[of coffee, tea, or cocoa]? They
might say 'Holy Crap, we're in
compliance with the senate reso-
lution."
"I think it is a good policy of
Reminder: Do not eat unwrapped
candy from strangers.
Community,0ssistants
needed at
Orchard Trails,91partments
Work part time in exchange for a
free room in our new and
beautiful community.
If interested please send us your
resume and class schedule.
Tanning ted-Sitness Center-Sports Court-
iully 
Included-Study Center-
Volleyball Court
ej.wing@collegepark.org
or (207) 866-2200
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the university to see that the
manufacturing process ensures
farmers aren't getting ripped
off," said Senator William
Pomerleau. "I support it and
think it's a good policy."
GSS approved $1,100 to
Amnesty International for a Save
Darfur awareness and benefit
concert on Nov. 10 in Memorial
Union, with two live bands and
food. One band includes special
guest Ryan Montbleu. This event
is free for all students with a
Senate wants fair
trade coffee, tea and
cocoa to account for
75 percent of total
purchases
MaineCard and is $3 dollars for
nonstudents.
Amnesty International wants
to raise campus awareness of
what is going on in other coun-
tries around the world.
Representatives Rachel and
Christie Zawacki presented a
PowerPoint presentation to the
senators as to why they should be
given $1,100.
"I think it's good from time to
time that the student government
rises above the, in the balance,
minute problems of the universi-
ty to a larger level of problems
that are pertinent to not just the
campus, but the state and coun-
try," said Pomerleau.
"Speaking as a political sci-
ence major, it's an issue that is
certainly of global significance,
but one that the U.S. has unfortu-
nately taken very little interest
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in," said Senator Aaron Sterling.
"Hopefully, the concert can help
raise awareness here at UMaine
about the issue."
GSS approved $2,000 to the
UMaine roller hockey club for
their 2005-06 league registration.
The only club sport at
UMaine to compete nationally,
UMaine roller hockey, is vastly
under-funded. This is the club's
fourth year as a team.
Last year, the squad took third
place in the Eastern Collegiate
Roller Hockey Association and
last place in the National
Collegiate Roller Hockey
Association. The team spent
approximately $17,000 for the
entire season. The money came
from recreational sports, student
government, team members' own
pockets, donations and fundrais-
ing.
"The roller hockey team play-
ers are extremely dedicated to
the sport," said member Steven
Pasquine. "We practice four
nights a week. We travel to six
tournaments a year and then
regionals and upon qualifying,
then nationals.
"The program is growing
every year. We started a few men
strong and practiced on the ten-
nis courts and parking lots."
Today, almost 20 people par-
ticipate on the team. Since the
game allows only 16 skaters and
two goalies, they are trying to
create a second team so everyone
has a chance to play.
"People are starting to contact
the team out of high school ask-
ing about us. They hear about us
through ECRHA and-or our team
Web site," said Pasquine.
"What they are doing for the
image of UMaine is without a
doubt well spent," said Senator
Adam Kirkland. "Campus Rec.
gave $2,200. It is very clear there
is a large support for the roller
hockey team."
Sterling moved to suspend the
rules to bring up another resolu-
tion that was supposed to be sent
to committee. He addressed the
other senators about the tempo-
rary committee on senate history.
Sterling wishes to have all previ-
ous meetings dating back to 1983
to be organized into binders. So
far, the years 1978-1982 have
been organized. From 1983 to
the present, the meetings are still
unorganized.
"I think we should do it. It just
got pushed back behind," said
President Kate 0 ' Brien.
"Students need to be willing to
sacrifice time and sit through
film strips of past stories involv-
ing GSS."
At the end of the meeting,
O'Brien addressed the senators
about the upcoming November
election — particularly two ques-
tions, Question 3 and 4, which
pertain to improving the
University of Maine System.
"The money will go towards
different buildings and programs.
UMaine will see improvement in
the marine science department,"
said O'Brien. The University
College on Bangor campus will
have Camden Hall renovated for
a biomedical science graduate
school.
"Anything that helps out
UMaine students will be taken
into consideration," said
O'Brien. The total amount of
money, if both questions are
passed, will be divided up
between the eight UMaine sys-
tems in the state.
O'Brien encouraged other
senators to seek out students and
advise them to vote 'yes' on
these questions, because they
would improve the UMaine sys-
tem.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
WILLIAM S. COHEN CENTER
FOR INTERNATIONAL POLICY AND COMMERCE
presents a lecture by
DAN RATHER
CORRESPONDENT, 60 MINUTES AND
FORMER ANCHOR CBS EVENING NEWS
WITH DAN RATHER
with introductory remarks by
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM S. COHEN
FORMER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2005 • 11 A.M. • MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE • ORONO, MAINE • ADMISSION IS FREE
Due to limited seating, those wishing to attend must call (207) 581-1755 to receive ticket(s) to this
event. Please let us know if you or your guest require special accommodations.
THE rimvaiirry chi The William S. Cohen Center for International Policy and C 01111TET ce harnesEes the robust and unique
MAINE resources of the University of Maine to enhance the international competitiveness of U.S. businezas,foster understanding of international policy issues, and accelerate the econorrric developrrent of Maine
A MM. 0/ a, university or mane sysue and the nation through undergraduate and graduate education, research and outreach activities.
Sponsored by: 'augur DA) News
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Now,
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Welcome to Spooky Town
CAMPUS PHOTOS BY PETER BISSELL
BAD MEETS GOOD — The Sarah Good rock is part of the
witchcraft hysteria monument to honor the 19 people who
died after false accusations in 1692.
By Peter Bissell
For The Maine Campus
L
ast Sunday, University of
Maine students were treat-
ed to an appetizer for the
upcoming holiday when
two Campus Activities Board-
sponsored Cyr buses departed cam-
pus for Salem, Mass. — the
Halloween capital of the world.
The trip, which over 100 stu-
dents signed up for, cost just $25.
"We decided to refurbish our bus
trips this year and do something
new and unique, rather than stick
with just putting on trips to Boston,"
said Kelly Saunders, co-chairperson
of CAB. "Salem during Halloween-
time seemed perfect."
Salem gained its reputation as
Halloween's hot spot over 300 years
ago during the infamous witchcraft
hysteria of 1692, when the seaside
town was swept up in a wave of ter-
ror and rampant accusations of
witchcraft that snowballed from a
Caribbean house servant teaching
bored young girls magic tricks. In
reality, there was no witchery or evil
at work in the town. When the hys-
teria fmally died down late in the
same year, 19 young men and
women had been hanged, an old
man had been brutally pressed to
death, and over 100 people had been
jailed — all of them innocent. It was
a harsh reminder of the powerful
role that fear and superstition can
play in people's lives.
What made previously good
friends and neighbors point the fm-
ger at each other, resulting in mass
panic and the murder of innocent
people? Some speculate that it was
the Devil — an unVerifiable supposi-
tion.
Despite rampant theories, the
events of that year would forever be
ingrained into the town's legacy and
would shape it into a one-of-a-kind
travel destination, where Halloween
seems to be in season year-round.
When UMaine students stepped off
the bus and into the torrent of cold
rain that was falling, they found
themselves in a strange place
indeed.
Costume shops, jack-o-lanterns
and Halloween-themed attractions
were waiting around every corner.
The streets of historic downtown
Salem were lined with vendors who
sold kettle corn, candy apples,
Halloween trinkets and souvenir T-
shirts. One person was dressed up as
a goblin. Mother dressed as a war-
lock or some other mythical crea-
ture.
Students flocked to the most
popular destinations that they read
about in the promotional flyers that
CAB trip
participants
explore site
of 1692 witch
hunt in Salem,
Mass., enjoy
ocal attractions
CAB handed out. They included a
wax museum, several witch muse-
ums and a historic cemetery with
gravestones from the late 17th and
early 18th centuries — the exact time
of the witchcraft hysteria.
"My favorite part was definitely
the Salem Witch Museum," said
Terry Joyce, a senior sociology
major. "It helped me understand
exactly what happened in the town,
from beginning to end."
Many students shared Joyce's
sentiments about the Salem Witch
Museum, which was located in a
foreboding black church on the
edge of the town common where
students were dropped off. The
museum featured a large central
room that guests crowded into and
then witnessed the grim story of the
witch trials, displayed through vari-
ous life-size sculptures illuminated
on the walls with an ominous voice
narrating.
In addition to the packed witch
museums and Halloween attractions,
other places in the town were just as
crowded. At the Salem Brewing
Company Restaurant, Carolyn
Sarich enjoyed a meal and some
pumpkin-flavored beer with her
friends, amidst orange lights, grin-
ning jack-o-lanterns and a hazy fog.
"It's nice to be able to get out of
the rain for a little while and still
Solidarity Sunday kicks off 'Week'
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer
Sunday night proved that turning
tragedy into triumph can happen.
Various students and faculty par-
ticipated in Solidarity Sunday, the
first event of Coming Out Week. The
event, which was held in the North
Pod of Memorial Union, allowed
anyone who faced discrimination
based on sexual preference to tell
their story.
"There was talk of doing this
event training for our group one
weekend," said Natalie Owens, a stu-
dent from the Safe-Campus Project.
"People were raving about the suc-
cess of a general gathering of people
speaking their minds. I was like, we
should do it in the fall, and in my
mind it was a lot like 'Take Back The
Night."
Although the North Pod had
more than enough room for those
who showed up, it was the alternate
location for the event. The event
originally was slotted to take place
on the front steps of Fogler Library,
but rain forced the change in venue.
The event started as Owens and
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender Services graduate assis-
tant Kyle Webster opened the event
by listing off different acts of vio-
lence based on sexual discrimination.
Afterward, the two spoke about the
purpose of Coming Out Week,
which was to provide support for
those in the GLBT community.
Once Owens and Webster fin-
ished speaking, the first person to tell
his story was Joe Sargent. Sargent,
who is a member of Maine Speak
Out, told the crowd about when he
first realized he may have been gay
in seventh-grade. He recalled when
he broke the news to his family.
"My family was so upset that
they drove from hours away to yell at
me about it," Sargent said.
After people from various organ-
izations spoke, the first student to
speak about his experience was for-
mer Wilde Stein president
Christopher Whitcomb. Whitcomb
spoke about when his twin brother
came out at the age of 10, and his
parents kicked him out of the house.
During that time, Whitcomb also
mentioned that when he was in high
school, he was the "quiet, artsy kid"
who would be pushed in front of
moving buses.
Despite the treatment he received
from his peers, he was given the
opportunity to speak about being an
ally with different teachers and staff
at his high school. "While I was talk-
ing to these people, I accidentally
came out in front of 250 people,"
Whitcomb said. "It was the most
empowering moment of my life."
Other events that will take pl ce
will include Wilde Stein's open
house at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Multi-Purpose Room located in the
Union. The week will conclude with
Friday's drag show that will be held
at 7 p.m. in room 100 in the Donald
P. Corbett Business Building.
ATHA
AWTHOR
1804 — 1864
CAMPUS PHOTO BY PETER BISSEL
WRITTEN IN STONE — A statue of the famous American
writer Nathaniel Hawthorne stands in Salem, Mass., the
town where he lived.
have everything be Halloween-
themed," she said. "The whole
atmosphere of the town is awe-
some."
Apart from having the title of
Halloween capital of the world,
Salem is rich in history that has
nothing to do with witchcraft. It is a
port city with a long maritime and
shipbuilding tradition and was one
of the most prominent American
seaports during the late 1700s and
early 1800s.
Salem was called home by
Nathaniel Hawthorne, who wrote
the two American classics "The
Scarlet Letter" and "The House of
Seven Gables." The latter is an actu-
al house in Salem and was the basis
of Hawthorne's book. The house is
still intact and is now one of the
town's major attractions.
A statue of Hawthorne stands
prominently on a road of the same
name, which is one of Salem's
busiest.
Despite the bad weather, the stu-
dents involved agreed that the trip
had been worth it.
"The architecture was really
neat. It seemed like a great tourist
destination," said Hannah Brissette,
a freshman who was visiting the
town for the first time. "My friends
and I freaked out in the witch muse-
ums, and it was fun to see all the
people running around the streets in
costume."
CULTUREFEST 2005
10. A celebration of countrie$
and enitnres
Saturday, Nov. 5
10:00-3:30
UMaine Field House
Country Exhibits 10:00-2:00
Food Court 11:00-1:00
Children's Activites 11:00-1:00
Talent Show 1:00-2:30
Style Show 2:45-3:30
Leents are free and open to the public, for
more information call 581-2905 or visit
urimmaincedulalPICommunitylCulturefest.httn
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MAINE COMMUNITYCAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, Oct. 28
Burt Hatlen
"Is the U.S. sliding toward
fascism?" Socialist and Marxist
Luncheon Series, 12:30 - 1:45
p.m. in the Bangor Room. For
more information, contact Doug
Allen on FirstClass or at 581-
3860.
Poetry reading
Beat poet Anne Waldman.
New Writers Series, 7 p.m. at
Carnegie Hall. For more informa-
tion, contact Laurie Hicks on
FirstClass or at 581-3247.
Friday, Oct. 28
Alan Hutchinson
Conserving Maine's North
Woods, noon - 1 p.m. in room
150 of Norman Smith Hall. For
more information, contact Ruth
Hallsworth on FirstClass or at
581-3196.
Maine Maple Weekend
Oct. 28 -30 at Bear Brew Pub
in Orono. Event promotes pure
Maine maple syrup. For more
information, contact Diane
Mullen at 581-3150.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Beta charity softball
Charity softball tournament
for Rape Response of Bangor, 9
a.m. at Lengyel Field. Barbecue
and live music. For more
information, contact Austin
Soule on FirstClass.
Haunted house
Phi Kappa Sigma haunted
house, 7 - 11 p.m. $3 admission
fee. For more information, con-
tact Edward Scott Greeley on
FirstClass.
Sunday, Oct. 30
Flutist and Harpist
Flutist Eugenia Zukerman
and Harpist Yolanda
Kondonassis at 3 p.m. in Class
of 1944 Hall. For ticket informa-
tion, contact the MCA ticket
office at 581-1755.
Journey in Faith
4 - 5:15 p.m. at the Newman
Center. Learn more about
Catholicism. For more informa-
tion, contact Casey Murphy on
FirstClass.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar are
free, and can be sent on FirstClass
to Riley Donovan or dropped off in
The Maine Campus office located in
the basement of Memorial Union.
Please include all the important infor-
mation about your event. Deadlines
for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday
for Monday publication and 9 a.m.
Wednesday for Thursday publica-
tion. First priority will be given to
events that directly affect university
students.
SOLD office releases monthly awards
The Office for
Organization and
Development is proud to present
the Student Leader and the
Program of the Month for
September 2005.
Each month, SOLD recog-
nizes an individual student
leader and program that has
contributed in a positive way to
the campus life experience.
Fellow students, faculty and
staff can nominate a student or a
program by going to
http://www.umaine.edu/sold/aw
ards_ofthemonth_nominate.asp
or by e-mailing Marie Dubord
on FirstClass. Nominations for
the previous month are due on
the fifth day of each month. For
example, September nomina-
tions are due Oct. 5.
David Kujawa has served
Wilde Stein for two consecutive
years now. He held the office of
vice president from 2004-05,
and is the
president for
2 0 0 5 - 0 6 .
David has
used his lead-
ership posi-
tion in Wilde
Stein to help
publicize and
add to its rich
legacy as the
second-oldest
gay and les-
bian student group in the nation.
Furthermore, he is working hard
to attract new members to Wilde
Stein as evidenced by his forma-
tion of a recruitment committee,
plus simultaneously developing
Student
Leader
Kujawa
MOMENT OF RECOGNITION — Sig
Rape was awarded program of the
new ideas for community out-
reach efforts. David is involved
with UMaine's No on 1 cam-
paign and helped facilitate
Wilde Stein's co-sponsorship of
Shane Windmeyer as part of
Coming Out Week on Oct. 26.
For more information about
Wilde Stein, including their
open house on Oct. 27, contact
David Kujawa on FirstClass.
Rock Against Rape was pre-
sented by Sigma Phi Epsilon on
Sept. 24, 2005. Five bands per-
formed for a crowd of 1,200-
1,500 on Lengyl Field during
this annual event to raise rape
awareness. Sig Ep through
Rock Against Rape, brought the
community together as both
volunteers and attendees of the
event. Rape Response Services
and the UMaine Peer Educators
were present during the con-
cert, plus 25 brothers from the
COURTESY OF SOLD
Ep's Rock Against
month.
Maine Alpha chapter of Sig Ep
and 17 Sig Ep brothers from the
University of Rhode Island, not
to mention the fraternity's
alumni and other student volun-
teers. The brothers of Sig Ep
and student volunteers handled
all the details of the five-hour
event, from cooking food to
handing out condoms.
Community support of Rock
Against Rape was apparent
with the presence of Z107.3
radio station and assistance of
Blue Hill Pyrotechnics with a
fireworks show, to cap off the
evening. For these reasons, the
SOLD office recognizes Rock
Against Rape as the Program of
the Month for September 2005.
For more information on Sigma
Phi Epsilon or how to partici-
pate in Rock Against Rape,
contact Ethan Brush on
FirstClass.
Maine law doesn't protect you.
You can be fired, denied a loan or evicted from your
apartment because of your sexual orientation.
!INANE WONT DISCRIMINATE 
WWW. umwitorg
You have the right to vote locally.
Even Out-of-State Students. Register today or at the polls.
Paid for by UMaine Won't Discriminate, PO Box 151, Orono, ME 04473
We Need To
Clean Up Our
Ugly Mall
When it rains, it pours.
Throughout the past few
days, the remnants of
Hurricane Wilma have exposed
the ugly side of the University
of Maine campus. After wad-
ing through standing water on
the walkways, students enter
class with their socks squish-
ing in their shoes. Rainwater's
failure to funnel into storm
drains indicates a decrepit
walkway system and its faulty
engineering.
In addition, the mall is an
eyesore. The mall stands for
the beauty this campus has to
offer. When leaves grace the
trees and grass is green, the
view of the mall and Fogler
Library serve as the perfect
postcard photograph for
UMaine. However, mud has
replaced a considerable area of
that grass and transformed it
into more of a pigsty than an
outside common area for stu-
dents.
All Political
Issues Have
Two Sides
As Election Day looms and
tempers become increasingly
heated, parties on both sides of
the Question 1 debate need to
take a step back and listen to
one another.
It has become common for
each side to deny that the other
is sane, much less that they
have valid points or deserve to
be heard. This is detrimental
to the political process.
Discrimination is discrimi-
nation, whether it comes in
free speech or in employment.
If you are advocating for peo-
ple's rights, you must advocate
for all of them, not just the
ones that coincide with your
viewpoint.
Not everyone agrees with
you; that doesn't mean they
should be silenced.
The bottom line is that
everyone, no matter what their
view may be, is entitled to
plead their case to the public.
Only then can the voters make
a fair and informed decision to
benefit the state of Maine on
Nov. 8.
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Freedom of Unpopular Speech
The First Amendment was written to protect all views
I'll be the first to admit it: I am
a LiveJournal addict.
I'm sure there are many people
on this campus who are
LiveJournal and MySpace addicts
with me; in even greater numbers
then we can count the Facebook
addicts, with the Facebook's pop-
ulation on-campus in the thou-
sands. So you all know what I'm
talking about when I say avatar.
For those of you who need a
refresher, an avatar is the picture
associated with your username.
Often individuals will choose a
picture of themselves, and some-
times they choose a picture that
best represents them. This can be
a pet, a favorite TV show or a
political slogan.
Most online sites have rules
STYLE EDITOR
guarding what types of avatars
their users can select. The indus-
try standard is nothing copyright-
ed, pornographic or profane.
Thus, I was surprised when post-
ing in a public forum, I was asked
to censor my political icon for the
benefit of the community mem-
bers who had differing opinions
about such a hot-button issue. The
icon was neither profane, nor did
it delve into the controversial
issue: It simply stated which
stance I took.
The concern, which was
sparked on a forum in a small,
online community, reflects a
grander controversy which I see
mirrored in the UMaine commu-
nity. Often I have heard and read
the very same sentiment in
regards to political protesters:
"What are they doing? Why don't
they go home? They are just
bothering everyone else."
Now, I am well acquainted
with the phrase "You attract more
flies with sugar than honey," and I
realize that, by bringing my own
political opinion to the forefront —
be it by bumper sticker, political
See SPEECH on page 9
Letters to the Editor
Defending fuzzy animals
After being a meat eater for 19
years of my life, and now a vegetar-
ian, I know both worlds. Saying
that, I can honestly say many of
Chris Allen's comments in
"Shielding animals from their fats,"
Oct. 20, are totally ignorant. He
mentions little baby seals being
killed for coats. It is one thing to talk
about it and another thing to see it.
Seeing a seal choke in its own blood
is a lot different than reading about
it. Allen said "Despite this bold
claim, [about PETA1 there never is a
real explanation of why animals
should not be eaten, dance when
someone plays an accordion, or be
turned into my fashionable baby seal
head slippers." Are you kidding
me? Did he even search their Web
site? It appears not. There are only
dozens of videos and links to show
why they should not be used for
those things. Does he research
See LETTERS on page 9
Defense of
Evolution
Intelligent Design
isn't so intelligent
JOSEPH
SEGGIO
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
I would like to clarify some
misconceptions about evolution
that were reported in the Oct. 20
issue. Evolution is not the change
of the complexity of an organism;
it is the genetic and phenotypic
change of individuals over time.
These changes need not be use-
ful, progressive or increasing in
complexity. Evolution is not just
one theory, it consists of many dif-
ferent theories, all of which are
testable and put forward explana-
tions for some aspect of the natural
world that can be empirically test-
ed, examined and perhaps, even
falsified.
Natural selection is one of four
integral parts of the microevolu-
tionary process, the others being
mutation, genetic drift and migra-
tion. You cannot discuss evolution
without discussing natural selec-
tion. Natural selection is defined
as differential survival and repro-
duction of phenotypes. In order
for natural selection to occur, it
needs variation in "phenotype fit-
ness", which means reproductive
success. If there is no variability
in the fitness of two phenotypes,
then natural selection cannot
occur. A lack of natural selection
does not mean that evolution can-
not take place; it might take place
through other means, such as the
other three aforementioned
processes.
Mutations are random changes
in the DNA sequence and it need
not change the phenotype of the
organism. Mutation acts as the
source of all genetic variation.
Although deleterious mutations
will most likely be eliminated by
selection, many mutations are neu-
tral, neither positive nor negative
to an individual's fitness, and can
be fixed in a population without it
being currently useful by genetic
drift. Deleterious mutations cause
a mutation load on a population
and decrease fitness. Mutation
load does not depend on selection,
only on mutation rate, which is
never zero; selection cannot
See EVOLUTION on page 9
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SPEECH
From Page 8
protest or even something as sim-
ple as an avatar — some people
could be turned off by my mes-
sage. However, just as it is my
right to express my opinion in a
respectful manner, it is your right
to express your dissent — respect-
fully - as well.
The problem with excluding
one type of political opinion in
the public forum, however
unpopular it may be, is censor-
ship. Once one group is prohibit-
ed to speak, no group enjoys the
benefit of free discussion. I
would rather see the university
mall full of Nazi supporters pick-
eting before I would have my
right to political expression sup-
pressed.
Thus, when I see an opinion
which differs from mine, picket-
ing on campus, I am just as
delighted as I would be having
seen someone with the same
opinion as my own. I would pre-
fer to let my argument speak
louder than my voice, and I wel-
come the opportunity to bring a
political issue to debate.
Moreover, I celebrate the fact that
we live in a country founded on
the principals of freedom of
speech and expression.
I intend to keep my political
avatar, and I invite everyone to
stand up for what they believe in,
regardless of how he or she thinks
it may be received. Remember:
It isn't freedom of speech if you
don't protect those who have an
unpopular thing to say.
Pattie Barry is a junior french
major.
EVOLUTION
From Page 8
overwhelm mutation and deleteri-
ous mutations will always be pres-
ent in a population, thereby
decreasing its fitness. Genetic drift
is the random change in allele fre-
quency due to random chance,
such as a tree falling on an indi-
vidual and killing it. Like selec-
tion, genetic drift decreases the
variation from the population, fix-
ing one allele over another. The
strength of Genetic drift is meas-
ured as 1 over N, where N is the
population size; therefore, drift
would be stronger in small popula-
tions. In small populations, genet-
ic drift can overwhelm natural
selection and cause the fixation of
a deleterious allele.
Conversely, intelligent design
is predicated on the assumption
that evolution is incomplete and
too coincidental in explaining
parts of the natural world, thus
proving the existence of intelligent
designers who may or may not be
God.
Intelligent design proponents
often claim that their position is
not only scientific, but that it is
even more scientific than evolu-
tion. This presents a demarcation
problem, which in the philosophy
of science, is about how and where
to draw the lines around science;
i.e. what makes science scientific.
For a theory to qualify as scientif-
ic, it must follow some or all of the
following criteria: consistency,
parsimony, usefulness, empirically
testable and falsifiable, based upon
controlled, repeated experiments
and being correctable and dynam-
ic. Changes must be made as new
data is discovered. The theoretical
underpinnings of the methods
must yield testable predictions by
means of which the theory could
be falsified.
Intelligent design professes to
offer an answer that need not be
defined or explained: the intelligent
designer. By asserting a conclu-
sion that need not be accounted
for, no further explanation is nec-
essary to sustain it and objections
raised to those who accept it make
little headway. Thus, intelligent
design is not a provisional assess-
ment of data, which can change
when new information is discov-
ered. Once it is claimed that a con-
clusion that need not be accounted
for has been established, there is
simply no possibility of future cor-
rection. The idea of the progres-
sive growth of scientific ideas is
required to explain previous data
and any previously unexplainable
data, as well as any future data.
The designer is not falsifiable,
since its existence is typically
asserted without sufficient condi-
tions to allow a falsifying observa-
tion. The designer is beyond the
mortal realm of the observable and
claims about its existence can nei-
ther be supported nor refuted by
direct observation.
I want to end by reacting to the
idea of scientists "calling in
favors" with the government; in
order to get intelligent design
quashed as an idea; that perception
is entirely inaccurate. Throughout
history, the majority of it has been
the other way around.
In the 1925 Scopes Monkey
Trial, school teacher, John Scopes,
was convicted of violating a law
against teaching evolution. The
hearings resembled a trial, complete
with attorneys managing each side's
case. Scopes was found guilty and
was forced to pay a fine. In 1999,
the Kansas board deleted most ref-
erences to evolution from the sci-
ence curriculum and prohibited
teachers from discussing it, even in
a biology class. The current scenario
deals with the Dover, Penn. school
board voting 6-3 ehivh requires
teachers to read a brief statement
about intelligent design to students
before classes on evolution.
Joseph Seggio is a Graduate
Student in the Department of
Biological Science.
LETTERS
From Page 8
before making a statement like that?
He brought up the issue of world
hunger. It fakes up to 22 pounds of
grain to produce one pound of ani-
mal flesh.
"Basically, animals are stupid."
This is probably his most ignorant
statement of all. We are all stupid
compared to someone or something,
you being no exception. "The aver-
age cow... has no idea what pain
means other than it's something it
shouldn't be feeling." And he
knows this how? Was he ever a cow
or castrated without pain killers?
"If animals went to school, they
would ride the short bus." Is that a
joke? How are disabled people sup-
posed to feel when they read that? I
am appalled at this reference. I heav-
ily advise Allen to become more
educated on a subject he is obvious-
ly totally ignorant about.
Seth Toothaker
Take an interest in yourself
Coming out week is about being open with who you are
The words "Be who you are
and be that well" were drilled
into my head during my
parochial years at Paul VI
Catholic High School in Fairfax,
Virginia. It was our school
motto and the central theme of
St. Francis de Sales' teachings.
This is the one thing that I take
with me every day from my alma
mater. I know who I am and I
attempt to be that to the best of
my abilities. I am a lot of things,
but for the purposes of this arti-
cle, I am Kyle, a bisexual man.
When I was first asked to
write an article for Coming Out
Week, I said yes without much
pause or hesitation. I enjoy writ-
ing and, as a bisexual man,
Coming Out Week is definitely
something I have a vested inter-
est in. Then it dawned on me,
four years ago when I first start-
ed at the University of Maine, if
someone had even the slightest
thought that I may be gay, as
often happened, I generally
flipped out and began talking
about how hot certain girls were,
just to prove my "straight-ness."
Even as recent as one or two
years ago, I avoided openly
referring to myself as anything
but straight out of fear that peo-
ple at my church, back home or
even in my classes may find out.
Even to this day, I am still not
completely out. Outside of my
immediate family, no one knows
back home. Coming out is not
GLBT LIAISON
an easy process, and for me, I
just haven't found the right time
yet. It has been over five years
since I first told someone and
yet, the "coming-out process" is
still ongoing.
What makes coming out easi-
er, although for most people it is
never easy, is support. Coming
out is not just about the Gay, les-
bian, bisexual and transgender
community, just as this week is
not just about GLBT people.
Straight people have an impor-
tant role as allies who create safe
spaces and show their support
publicly for their LGBT brothers
and sisters. An example of such
a display is a full-page advertise-
ment that ran on Monday in The
Maine Campus. Below the fol-
lowing statement, 123 names
were listed:
We, the below listed, are the
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgen-
der and allied members of the
UMaine community. We
acknowledge the importance of
speaking out for the rights of our
fellow students, faculty and staff
members, as well as selves. We
publicly proclaim our support
and affirmation of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender mem-
bers of our community. We are
proud of the GLBT community
here at UMaine.
One-hundred and twenty-
three people were not afraid of
having their names associated
with the gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community at
UMaine. This list includes grad-
uate students, undergraduate stu-
dents, faculty, staff and adminis-
tration. It includes lesbians, gay
men, bisexuals and straight men
and women. It includes people
who are coming out as allies to
all people regardless of sexuality
or gender identification.
So take this week to learn
about LGBT issues and embrace
those who have the courage to
tell you who they truly are, while
showing support for those who
may not be ready. I encourage
everyone attend the remaining
events for the week and stop by
the Rainbow Resource Center,
regardless of your orientation.
Coming out is about more
than sexuality and identification.
It's about comfort and support
for who someone is. Be who you
are and be that well. Come out
as a person, whether that be les-
bian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
ally or something else. Come
out as you.
Kyle Webster is a grad stu-
dent in the higher education pro-
gram.
Is College Worth The Cost Anymore?
Tutition rises while the quality of education stays the same
Recently, I've been helping
out a friend with a video proj-
ect for his Web site.
The Web site's main premise
is to be a premiere for college-
bound students in his home
state. I ran by the idea of hav-
ing short video interviews with
current college students. He
liked the idea, gave me a cou-
ple of questions and I began
experimenting with the camera.
I nabbed two of my friends and
interviewed them for their
thoughts and comments on col-
lege life. The interviews went
fine; my friends were able to
answer three out of the four
questions asked and gave me
some good material and insight
to work with. However, when it
came to the last question, a bit
of a problem arose. The ques-
tion seemed relatively simple
at the time, "With college cost-
ing so much these days, do you
feel it's worth the money you
pay?" When asked why it was
hard to answer that, my friends
didn't feel comfortable answer-
ing such a loaded question. I
thought it over and realized
that I couldn't answer it either.
It's probably something that
every college student in every
field asks themselves at one
point or another, during the
course of their college career.
It is one of the biggest dilem-
mas students have to deal with.
It's something I've thought
about. It's something you've
thought about. Are we getting
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
what we want, what we need,
out of the academic portion of
our college experience?
Everyone knows that attend-
ing a university isn't cheap.
The cost can vary from easily
"Our cost of tuition is
significantly less then a
college like Bowdoin or
Yale or Cal Poly. But...
are we still getting a
worthwhile education?"
affordable to insanely expen-
sive. We attend a state univer-
sity and because many of us are
from Maine, our cost of tuition
is significantly less then a col-
lege like Bowdoin or Yale. But
the question still lingers, while
it's not as costly as other
schools, are we still getting a
worthwhile education? What
about those who attend from
out of state? Do out of state
students feel that they're get-
ting the same?
We are often confronted
with these questions when we
register for our next semester:
Which classes will teach me
the things I feel I need to
know? Which classes will
waste my time? Obviously, one
of the major factors is the
responsibility of students to
learn. But sometimes, isn't it
the responsibility of professors
to teach students what they
need to know? How many
times have you sat in a class,
wondering if the teacher is
covering what the class is sup-
posed to be covering, or if
they're more interested in
pushing their own agenda?
Rather than saying, "Hey, this
is important if you want to do
something similar with your
life," they're on a completely
different topic.
Every student's answers are
different; I can't speak for any-
one else. But if there's any sort
of fear that looms over every
college student's head, it's that
lone question. Can I do any-
thing about that fear? In this
day and age, probably not. As a
student, all I can do is study,
wish for the best and hope that
someday students can be asked
that loaded question and defuse
it with a simple answer.
Paul Goodman is a second
year new media major.
go.
MUSIC
James McMurty with The
Heartless Bastards
5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27
Bullmoose Music, Bangor
105 WTOS Halloween Ball
with Nobis and Dead Season
8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 28
Ushuaia
$10
University of Maine Orchestra
7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Minsky Recital Hall
Contradance with the Marsh
Island Band
6 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Keith Anderson Community
Center, Orono
ARTS
"Truthtellers: Americans who
Tell the Truth"
Rob Shefferly
Through Oct. 28
Carnegie Hall
"No Two Alike: African-
American Improvisations on a
Traditional Patchwork Pattern"
Quilt Collection
Through Jan. 1 4
University of Maine Museum
of Art
An exhibition of photographs
of Melonie Bennett
Through Jan. 14
University of Maine Museum
of Art
ENTERTAINMENT
Drag Show hosted by Matt
Sullivan and Mizz Kitty Pryde
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 28
DPC 100
Hypnotist Michael Anthony
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 28
Wells Commons
$3
Phi Kappa Sigma Haunted
House
7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29
89 College Ave.
$3
Late Night in the Union
8 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 29
Memorial Union
MOVIES
"Dark Water"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 28
Bangor Room
"The Peacekeepers"
7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 27
140 Little Hall
"Blood the Last Vampire"
6:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 28
101 Neville
"John Carpenter's Halloween"
7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 30
Pavillion Theater
If you would like an event
posted on the go! calendar,
please contact Pattie Barry on
FirstClass.
• Get Hypnotized
Page 13
Bring in
Halloween on-
campus this week-
end. Page 13
`Blithe'-ly Entertaining
School of Performing Arts opens its 2005-2006 season with a play that's 'to die for.'
By Kal Dauphinee
Staff Writer
In director Rob ReinerFiwas once quoted as say-ng, "Life isn't fair, it's
only fairer than death."
This is, of course, completely
subjective, depending on which
side of that existential partition
you find yourself. Even then, the
truth could be argued either way.
This week, as the University of
Maine hosts the grand unveiling
of the newly renovated Hauck
Auditorium, The School of
Performing Arts will present a
hysterical example of Reiner's
very statement on death. Under
the direction of Marsha Douglas,
The School of Performing Arts
opens its 2005-2006 season with
a presentation of Noel Coward's
style comedy "Blithe Spirit"
A charming three-act play,
"Blithe Spirit" weaves the trying
tale of middle aged novelist
Charles Condomine, played by
Joshua Snowden, as he and his
wife, Ruth, played by Brianna
Geary, invite into their home the
sometimes psychic and always
clairvoyant Madame Arcati,
played by Allison Cox, with the
intent of holding a seance.
Unbeknownst to the meta-
physically meddlesome medium,
Charles' intent is not to contact the
dead, but rather to research the
"tricks of the trade" for his new
book. What starts out as a comical
lack of respect for the supernatural
quickly turns on Charles when his
dead ex-wife Elvira, played by
Lacey Martin, is accidentally
summoned from the beyond dur-
ing the seance.
From here, the plot, even
though written in 1941, takes a
twist apart from anything seen
even in modem cinema. Much to
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
SPECTRAL SPECTATOR — The return of Charles' (left, Josh Snowden) deceased
wife (right, Lacey Martin) throws a wrench in his relationship with his new wife.
the dismay of Ruth, Charles' new
wife of five years, Elvira, mischie-
vously decides to rekindle an old
flame with her husband. This
causes more than the lion's share
of domestic discord between
Charles and both his wives, creat-
ing a dynamic love triangle no
self-respecting astral bigamist
could ever hope to survive. The
battle of wits and love, often
played on the same field, are given
a whole new spin in Coward's
play, where "dead" is a four-letter
word.
Charles' life begins to rapidly
unfold as he spends more time
with the ghost of his ex, under-
mining the affection of his present
bride. The result is a split con-
science whose two sides clash
with such undeniable style that it's
quite like witnessing a car
explode. It's certainly destructive,
but it sure is fun to watch.
One of the common problems
with various American-staged
British farces is that the accents
tend to blend the dialog and char-
acters together to the point that
they get lost within each other.
Under Douglas' direction, howev-
er, every character in this produc-
tion has such a unique stage pres-
ence that just about the only thing
they even share in common is
each characters belief that martinis
seem to be the solution to every
problem. Several distinct dialects
are offered, each playing true to its
respective character, and every
member of this gifted cast gives a
matchless performance without
for a minute denying the play's
roots. Snowden portrays protago-
nist Charles with the panache and
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
HOLY GHOST — Dr. Bradman (left, Tom Sagona) and Charles (second from left,
Snowden) witness the revelation of spiritualist Madame Arcati (right, Alison Cox).
verbal charm reminiscent of Cary
Grant in "Arsenic and Old Lace."
Elvira is literally brought to life by
Martin in a role that allows for as
much humor as it does sultry
deception and Martin exceptional-
ly blends ill-at-ease playfulness
with shrewd perception to the
point that it causes one to begin
questioning Elvira's very motives.
"Spirit" also offers a show of
new talent from first-year students
Thomas Sagona as the stately and
smug Doctor Bradman and
Charissa Dinsmore as the neurotic
and jittery maid Edith. Another
more than memorable supporting
character is that of Violet
Bradman, played by UM stage
veteran Rebecca Bailey. More
effervescent than a bubbling bottle
of Dom Perignon, Bailey garnish-
es the production with such light-
hearted innocence that one wishes
she could spend more time on-
stage.
Love — unrequited, unattain-
able and treacherous to the max —
Coward's script is laced with
metaphors that cannot be con-
tained within a brief review.
Suffice it to say, "Blithe Spirit" is
as deep as the viewer can delve
Whether that be just a shallow but
first-rate laugh or a good six-feet-
under's worth of thought is totally
up to the viewer. Either way,
Reiner may be correct in his
assumption that death is fairer
than life. Then again, it's unlikely
he's ever met Charles Condomine.
The show opens this 7:30 p.m.
Friday night and plays again 7:30
p.m. Saturday night and 2:30 p.m.
Sunday. The show plays the fol-
lowing weekend at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday
and closes 2:30 p.m. on Sunday.
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Slam poet stirs up
Java Jive Tuesday
By Emily A. Whitney
For The Maine Campus
Good. Awfully good. Bear-
Den good. He slammed sex for
a solid 90 minutes, though cau-
tioned beforehand about the
lack of political correctness
that was about to consume the
room, "because Kit Yan is
here," he said, pointing at him-
self.
The poetry slam, sponsored
by GLBT; the gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgendered
alliance of students, helped
kick off "Coming Out Week,"
and if the turnout is proof, the
slam was successful.
A small venue, the Bear Den
housed Yan's performance. A
stage was erected against the
wall opposite the bar, and a
sound board spanned part of its
right, too. The lighting was
dimmed, and TVs were
silenced, but the casual table-
layout remained the same.
Minus the non-smoking and
lack of espresso, the den pro-
vided a traditional slam-poetry
setting, even more so after a
few Bear-Beers.
Whether he would take it as
a compliment or not, Yan began
his performance Ani Defranco-
esque, to "open up the dia-
logue" about the various "defi-
nitions" we've placed upon sex.
Discomfort swept in, then
waned as we watched Yan
story-tell the present.
Animated, he caught the stage,
and flung it back at us. Poetic
provocation played out through
his fingers, and from his words
we caught wisps of seriousness
that were sensibly understood.
Clarity, there was plenty, even
for those who barely tolerate
poetry.
What could be appreciated
initially was Yan's art itself,
and then from there, the gall it
took for him to reveal himself
emotionally as a transgendered
person, alone except his papers,
up on stage. Value the slam for
that, if nothing else, and then,
attend another slap performer-
mance on that basis, too.
As a detachment from more
See YAN on Page 13
Israeli filmmaker Gerstel
addresses individuality
By Damon Grifin
For The Maine Campus
What does it mean to be an
American? As an american, does it
mean that "we" are powerful, war-
like and enterprising or does it mean
"I" am powerful, warlike and enter-
prising? Is it appropriate to think of
ourselves as individuals or is it not?
Israeli filmmaker Yulie Gerstel
has a similar question to ask: Mine?
"Mine?" is, in fact, the name of
her trilogy of documentary films
which include 'My Terrorist' and
'My Land Zion,' shown in the DPC
auditorium this past Monday and
Tuesday night The third film, called
'My Brother,' is still in the works.
The films are personal narratives
that detail Gerstel's struggles with
the ongoing Israeli-Palistinian con-
flict, as well as her more personal
struggles with raising her daughters,
and connecting — or reconnecting
— with her family members amidst
these conflicts.
Both films were shot largely on
standard camcorder equipment,
employ heavy uses of voice-over and
sprinkled with photography to keep
the narrative sequences in motion.
These are standard documentary
techniques and on the surface, very
standard documentaries.
"My Terrorist," the more
See GERSTEL on Page 13
Open Mic
at Soma
36 makes
waves
By Hillary Dugas
For The Maine Campus
If you're a struggling musician or
interested in live local music, Soma
36 is the place to be on Wednesday
nights. Every Wednesday from 9
p.m.-1 am., Soma 36 hosts open mic
night.
Performers
interested in
playing should
arrive at 8 p.m.
to sign up, or
contact Myke
Billings, organizer of all live music at
Soma 36 (myke@myxstudio.com).
Performance slots are first come, first
served, but if you don't make the list
of that night's performers, you can
leave contact information and will be
a priority the next Wednesday.
Soma 36 has hosted open mic
night since February, and it is gaining
popularity. Bands have gained a lot
of exposure, and some have even
made a name for themselves through
the event. Adrian Wmgard, Dugen,
Jacks Wild, Plan B, Mary Holt and
Cat Roy are performers who have
gained exposure due to open mic
nights. Also, local celebrity Howie
Day performed earlier this spring to a
packed crowd.
"Open ink night allows perform-
ers to blossom in their talent and
become more confident in their per-
formances." Billings said.
Musicians can play up to three
songs of 15 minutes in length. The
audience is very encouraging and
enthusiastic and ranges from 75 to
100 people, he said.
There are eight to 15 musicians
performing each night, with a wide
range of music, from DJs and jam
bands to punk and a capella per-
formances.
"I wanted to get into people's
heads and make them realize there is
some great entertainment out there.
9 p.m.
Wednesday
Soma 36
What do profs do for Halloween?
Professors with Style investigates thier mischevous pasts
By Anthony Crabtree
For The Maine Campus
It is nearing Halloween, which
means the kids are getting ready
to trick-or-treat and the students
around campus are getting ready
to booze it up and, as my grand-
father would say, hoot and holler.
Amidst the entire Halloween
hubbub, many people never stop
to think of what the professors of
the University of Maine are doing
on this popular holiday. The stu-
dents never stop and think about
the parties professors might go to.
The parties they went to in years
past, or the costumes they dress
up in on Halloween.
Douglas Introne, assistant
director of the Stable Isotope
Laboratory and Climate Change
Institute on campus, does a little
something for the kids each year
on Halloween. After he decks out
his house in Orono with lights
and other decorations, he and his
wife get into costume and hand
out candy to many kids who
show up at their door.
"Some drive from other neigh-
borhoods to come to our house,"
Introne said, commenting on the
great number of trick-or-treaters
he receives each year and the
popularity of his house decora-
tions.
"I put on a monkey suit, or
something else," he said when
asked about what types of cos-
tumes he usually wears. While
Introne did not give a specific
costume that would be worn this
year, it is expected to be interest-
ing and truly a sight to behold.
While English professor
Richard Brucher has not dressed
up in costume or went to any par-
ties in years, he does remember
one specific Halloween moment
that he found particularly humor-
ous. The expert of Shakespeare
and English Renaissance drama
was in graduate school at Rutgers
when he dressed up as Vindice,
the hero of Cyril Tourneur's "The
Revenger's Tragedy."
"The costume was routine:
black academic regalia with
black and scarlet hood, skull
mask, etc." he said about his cos-
tume. Brucher later pointed out,
"My recitation, however, alarmed
the Halloween party's host, a fel-
low graduate student who had
drunk too much, because it
likened him to the play's
debauched duke, 'a parched and
juiceless luxur.' Vindice owes a
lot to Hamlet and sometimes par-
odies him."
Some professors simply do
not do anything for Halloween.
See PROFS on Page 13
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WILD ABOUT YOU— The bassist of Jacks Wild, one of
a variety of up-and-coming
has hosted.
It's important to support live music.
The music scene can't happen with
just one band," Billings said.
Until last year, the live music
scene had pretty much been dead in
Orono; Soma 36's open mic night is
changing that Now live local bands
play in the Bear Brew downstairs
every Friday night, Billings said
If you can't make it to the
open mic nights, the Maine
Channel has been taping the per-
formances and showing them the
next day on Channel 42. Billings
provides the sound system for the
bands and also owns a portable
digital six-track recorder, which
he can use to help record demos
performers open mic night
for bands. Depending on the band
and how well-known they are,
recording prices range from $100
to $300.
"Open mic night has been a huge
success," said Matt Haskell, owner of
Bear Brew and Soma 36. "We have
beer specials going on all night and
the talent is awesome and very
dynamic."
Whether you want to show off
your musical talent or just enjoy lis-
tening to the wide variety of per-
formances, Soma 36 has exactly
what you're looking for.
Admission is of $5 for individuals
18-21; those who are 21 plus or per-
forming can get in free.
SttAR CLUB
-****
Karaoke is Back!
Every Thursday Night
9 p.m. - midnight
$2 cover - $1 drafts - Free pool
And don't miss 50 cent wells on
Friday and Saturday nights from
4p.m. - 9p.m.
UNIVERSITY
Located at' $1;*( 5 College Ave
ACADEMIC SUITES
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Bring on the Halloween spirits
this weekend
WTOS scares up a show Campus radio hosts event
By Zach Dionne
Staff Writer
Don't have plans for Friday night? WTOS
is having a party — for the third consecutive
year, the Augusta rock station will sponsor a
hard rock Halloween party at Ushuaia. The
evening will feature Nobis, Deadse,ason and A
New Vision.
Nobis and Deadseason
are two of Maine's most
popular metal groups, fm-
ishing first and second in
the WTOS Battle of The
Bands for the last two years.
This past spring, Nobis released their
album "A Blurred Sense of Divine," produced
by Grammy-award-winning Josh Wilbur.
The powerful release has been well received
and is available in local music stores.
Deadseason's two EPs, "The Fight" and
"Down Again," showcase their aggressive
metal style, which should translate to an
intense live show at Ushuaia.
This event will be more casual than the
usual metal events at Ushuaia, which tend to
8 p.m.
Friday
Ushuaia
draw a certain fan base of local
metal and hardcore kids looking
to stomp around the dance floor
to national acts like Chimaira or
the upcoming Hatebreed or
Unearth shows. Featuring
solely local bands and
including a costume
contest with an allur-
ing $315 prize,
the night
looks to
deliver as a
"Halloween \\.;
Ball" and not just
another metal show.
Hosted by WTOS
disk jockey Chris
Rush, the show is
expected to sell out for
a third straight year.
Doors open Friday at 8
p.m. Tickets will be
$10 at the door, and are
available at Bullmoose
music.
Make it late night
By Tony Reaves
Copy Editor
Memorial Union will host Late Night
in the Union at 8 p.m. Saturday. The
event marks the return of 80s cover band
Orange Crush, a perennial favorite at the
University of Maine, plus a host of other
activities including a
palm reader, oxygen
bar, haunted house,
candy apples and an
Ouija board room. All
activities are free to
students.
Student Entertainment and the
Campus Activities Board have planned
the event in cooperation with All Maine
Women and Senior Skulls. CAB, who
sponsors the event, is expecting between
700 and 800 students according to CAB
Co-Chair Kelly Saunders.
Saunders said Halloween Late Night
8 p.m.
Saturday
Union
is usually very
popular. The
activities last
until 1 a.m. and will give students some-
thing to do on a cold Saturday night.
There will be an oxygen bar, around
which 12 people can sit and inhale 90 to
95 percent oxygen for about 15 minutes.
The oxygen is supposed to make students
feel energized and productive. Oxygen
bars have grown in popularity in Europe
and America, and proponents claim it
raises energy levels, but the Food and
Drug Administration says there are no
proven health benefits.
"This will be a new experience for
us," Saunders said. "We have not
brought one of these to campus yet."
Many students will recognize Orange
Crush. The New England band has per-
formed since 1995, covering songs by
See UNION on Page 13
By Pattie Barry
Style Editor
For all of you with a great Halloween
costume idea and no place to wear it, on
6:30 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 30 in the Bears
Den, our own college radio station will
host "It Came from WMEB."
The event will feature
the bands Skawabunga, The
Murder Weapon, Bad Taste,
The Outsiders, and Here
be Dragons. The
event will also
include a per-
formance from DJs extra-
ordinaire Myke Billings, of
Soma 36's Open Mic night
fame, DJ Phonicoid, Paul
Bosse and Les Rhoda.
"We wanted to create an
awareness for the
radio station and
put on a really
awesome show,"
said WMEB
Director Tom Grucza. "It also gives us a
reason to get Skawabunga back together,"
he joked.
Skawabunga had broken up recently
when lead singer Kyle moved to
Philadelphia after graduating from
UMaine. Quite possibly this show could
be the last Skawabunga performance ever,
Grucza said.
The Murder Weapon,
of Rock Against Rape
2005 fame, will also
take the stage Sunday
night, with friends Bad
Taste and The Outsiders. Both Bad Taste
and The Outsiders were recommended to
WMEB event organizers by The Murder
Weapon, said Mary Holt, program director
of WMEB. She described The Outsiders
as "punkabilly from Portland" and Bad
Taste as "a Misfit-style punk band from
Eastern Maine." In fact, a member of The
Murder Weapon is also involved in Bad
Taste, she said.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday
Bears Den
See WMEB on Page 13
Drag show returns
By Astra
Brinkmann
For The Maine Campus
This week university-sponsored
Coming Out Week will be taking place
on campus Oct. 23-28. Various events
sponsored by multiple organizations
have been planned to promote, educate
and most importantly entertain the cam-
pus about alternative lifestyles. This
Friday at 7 p.m. culminates the week's
activities with a festive and potentially
provocative drag show in Room 100
DPC.
The concept of a drag show is nothing
new to this campus. In fact, the drag
show has been put on since the 90s, if
not longer. This year, Chris "Mizz
Kitty" Whitcomb will be hosting the
show with Matthew Sullivan. The pro-
gram is traditionally sponsored by Wilde
Stein, the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Alliance (LGBTA) group
on campus. Admission is free, and the
capacity for seating is around 360.
As far as expected turnout, Whitcomb
is not concerned with numbers. "We've
had shows with as few as 30 people, and
up to as much as 300 plus," he said.
This may come as a
shock, but viewers
should be prepared to
see men dressing up in
women's clothing at
this drag show. All of
the performers are students at the
University of Maine, and some have par-
ticipated in the show in previous years.
Kyle Webster, graduate assistant for
GLBT services, said that the amateur
drag queens were all selected on a vol-
unteer basis; that is, "students who
7 p.m.
Friday
100 DPC
See DRAG on Page 13
Hypnotist returns to UM
By Joel Crabtree
Copy Editor
Nationally renowned hypno-
tist Michael C. Anthony is
scheduled to perform at the
University of Maine this Friday.
Anthony has visited UMaine
several times over the last few
years.
"He is excellent, after being
involved with campus activi-
ties, I have seen a lot of hypno-
tists, and he is definitely the
best and the real thing." said
Chair of Maine Attraction Katie
Clegg.
Anthony is one of the most
successful stage hypnotists
around, and has been featured
on nearly all of the major TV
networks including FOX, ABC,
CBS and NBC. He is most
well-known for the special
abilities that he has displayed,
such as hypnotizing the deaf
and curing phobias.
Although his performance
Friday is more for entertainment,
Anthony is more than just a stage
hypnotist; one of his primary pur-
poses is to help cure phobias. He
has several CDs and books for
sale at his shows that are dedicat-
ed to helping people get over their
phobias. "[He is] definitely funny
and amusing," Clegg said. "All he
does is give people on stage sug-
gestions, and they just run with
them. It is just hilarious."
Skeptics on campus will be
reassured that Anthony is the real
thing. "You never know what
people will do under hypnosis"
Clegg said. "After volunteering
you will feel like you had just got-
ten something like eight hours of
sleep."
As for the popularity on cam-
pus, Clegg said that it was one of
the most popular events that she
has booked.
FILE PHOTO
HELPING HAND — Michael Anthony hypnotizes students at his show in September of
2003.
"There is definitely a lot of
interest for him, and I expect
about the same crowd as normal
and will hopefully fill Wells
Commons. I know people
always come up to me afterwards
asking me to bring him back
again, they love him." Clegg
said.
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From Page 12
"This show is like a family
affair," Holt said.
Mid-way through the evening
the experimental funk-dance-
jazz-electronica ensemble of
Billings, DJ Phonicoid, Bosse
and Rhoda will take the stage.
"We're kinda like dark jazz,"
Billings.
Billings will perform on key-
board, bass and guitar, and will
do some sampling as well, he
said. He said that Bosse is an
experimental percussionist;
Rhoda is a saxophonist who
will be doing some samples
with his laptop; and DJ
Phonicoid will be performing
with turntables and a vocoder,
which is a keyboard that rein-
terprets vocals.
All proceeds from the show
will go to the Bangor Humane
Society. Admission is $5, or
$3 if you appear in costume or
with a donation for the
Humane Society. Examples of
donations include: dog food,
cat food, rodent food, small
blankets, dog toys, cat toys and
kitty litter. For a more com-
plete list of recommendations
for donation, visit the Humane
Society's Web site (www.ban-
gorhumanesociety.com).
UNION
From Page 12
Talking Heads, AC-DC, Bon
Jovi, Men at Work, Beastie Boys
and many others. CAB gets
Orange Crush every year around
Halloween and according to
Stefan Scarks of Senior Skulls,
the band is very well received on
campus. Orange Crush encour-
ages song requests, so 80s music
fans have a lot to look forward
to. The band will play at 9 p.m.
CAB is also bringing back wax
hands, which Saunders said are
"always a hit." Students dip their
hands into icy water, then make a
fist, rock and roll horns, or any
other design with their hands
which they dunk into warm wax
multiple times. Once a thick wax
shell has formed, students can dip
the wax hand into a barrel of col-
oring.
The Sophomore Owls and
Sophomore Eagles are setting up a
haunted house in the Union's attic,
sponsored by the Skulls and All
Maine Women.
Late Night in the Union is also
co-sponsored by Theta Chi frater-
nity. UMaine students looking for
a full Saturday night free of charge
can find plenty to do at Late Night
in the Union.
DRAG
From Page 12
showed interest in taking part
in the show."
The performance itself will
feature a live mix of choreo-
graphed and improvised styles.
The artists will be singing and
dancing to music on the Top
40, so only those with sensitive
ears may be offended by the
material. Whitcomb also said,
"Some of the performers use a
lot of sexual imagery and innu-
endo."
So, if you're looking for
something to do on Friday
night and you're not afraid to
have fabulous amounts of fun,
stop by the drag show in Room
100 DPC.
GERSTEL
From Page 11
acknowledged and ultimately better
film, recounts Gerstel's experience
as a victim of terrorism, and her
desire for compassion towards her
terrorist aggressor.
"My Land Zion" picks up with
Gerstel years after "My Terrorist"
ends. "Zion" recounts her experi-
ence living in New York and desiring
to learn more about the history of her
native land, Israel.
In the films Gerstel deals with the
topics of how her individuality con-
trasts with the nationalism of Israeli
Jews. Both films portray this theme
through interactions the filmmaker
has with other Jews just like her.
The conversations in 'My
Terrorist' make the film interesting.
'My Land Zion' is by far the more
visually ambitious film; shots of a
rolling landscape are interspersed
with photographs and archive
footage. A shot of Gerstels eyes in
the rearview mirror of her car is
repeated at different intervals
throughout the film.
'My Land Zion' cannot beat 'My
Terrorists' subjective-journalistic
feel, or its peculiar moments of
irony that naturally leak into the
story, or the way it lends itself to
sentimentality but confidently
avoids it. And though the visual
style of 'Terrorist' is a bit simplistic,
at times even contrived, the film
ends with a gorgeous and hopeful
shot of her two daughters walking
outside into the bright sunlight as
Gerstel watches them and closes the
sliding door.
Gerstel says she is surprised the
film has had such broad appeal.
But, the film has a worldliness that
makes its appeal not surprising at
all. From a Western standpoint,
Gerstel's questioning and quiet
anger at people's self-righteousness,
their ignorance of the Paliestineans'
CAMPUS PHOTO BY CORMAC O'CALLANAIN
CINEMA ACTIVIST—Yulie Cohen Gerstel speaks about her
film, "My Israel" an intensely personal exploration of pres-
ent day issues in Israel.
hardships and unwillingness to
respect another nations needs hits us
at our own moral angle.
In her films, Gerstel has striking
eyes like those of the actress Liv
Ullman: Empathetic and constantly
mourning what they see. In person
she looked a bit cheerier on Monday
and Tuesday, though her viewpoint
was one of despair and even cyni-
cism. She said that she does not
believe the U.S. government has or
has ever wanted the Israeli-
Palestineian conflict to end, for it
did, the fighting would be over by
now.
Gerstel said that she would like
to stick to the documentary form.
"I have no interest in directing
actors right now," she says.
However, Robert Redford has
recently expressed interest in mak-
ing a fictional Hollywood film
inspired by "My Terrorist."
For Gerstel, life is maintaining a
certain balance at the moment and
although she has some ways to go
in being a truly expert filmmaker,
she can already join a certain rank
of artists who are not afraid to criti-
cize their own cultures and nation-
alities. The writer Philip Roth has
been in this rank for decades, as has
filmmaker Spike Lee. And now
comes Yulie Gertsel who is, if not
yet a singular filmmaker, most cer-
tainly a singular person. She is not
mixing the personal and the politi-
cal; for her, the personal is the polit-
ical. She is not afraid of controver-
sy or outspoken opinion. She is not
afraid of belief in the basic concepts
of peace, humanism and individual-
ity. She is not afraid of "I."
PROFS
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English professor Robert
Whelan is known for his great
in-class stories, and is always
willing to tell tales of-life with
anyone who is interested in lis-
tening. When it comes to
Halloween stories, however,
Whelan simply has none.
"Unfortunately, while I love to
tell stories, I don't have any
with a Halloween theme," he
said.
Halloween can be a fun holi-
day for both children and adults.
It can also be used to divert both
student and professor away
from work for one night of the
year, and really help them get
away from the day to day stress
that comes with college. Of
course, for others, Halloween is
a time to shut all the lights out,
turn the television off, crouch
down and simply hide from all
those damned trick-or-treating
little brats. Greedy bastards!
don't
cramp my
THE
AMPUS
Pattie Barry
Style Editor
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YAN
From Page 12
sexual topics, Yan joked about
the size of Orono, then doubled
into an account of Hawaii, his
home. He is now a student in
Massachusets, but the struggle
between Hawaii's heritage and
its trademark-tourism has fol-
lowed him East. Entering that
poem, he leapt away from the
mic and off of the stage onto
the audience floor. All in all,
the discussion of Hawaii was
itself a vacation, and a well-
placed relief in his rhetoric.
Then, leading a question and
answer ultimately ending with
the meaning of life. To this, he
WMEBTop20
1 DANGERDOOM • The Mouse And The Mask
2 FRANZ FERDINAND • You Could Have It ...
3 FIONA APPLE • Extraordinary Machine
4 SUFJAN STEVENS • Illinois
5 BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE • Broken Social Scene
6 SIGUR ROS • Takk
7 WOLF PARADE • Apologies To The Queen Mary
8 MY MORNING JACKET • Z
9 SILVER JEWS • Tanglewood Numbers
10 (INTERNATIONAL) NOISE CONSPIRACY • Armed
Love
11 CAPES • Hello
12 HARD-Fl • Cash Machine [EP]
13 COHEED AND CAMBRIA • Good Apollo, I'm Burning
Star ...
14 DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE • Plans
15 IRON AND WINE/CALEXICO • In The Reins
16 DEERHOOF • The Runners Four
17 METRIC • Live It Out
18 HORRORPOPS • Bring It On!
19 MOBIUS BAND • The Loving Sounds Of Static
20 KMFDM • Hau Ruck
Tune in to your campus radio show, WMEB 91.9,
where diversity rules the airwaves.
responded, "well, how big is
your strap-on?"
Entirely, Yan presented his
audience with his chosen topics
and himself, wrapped in the
vibrant emotion of a genuine
poet. It radiated from him. On
the subject of sexual orienta-
tion, he was outspoken and
proud, drawing the crowd
towards thought-provoked rea-
soning and potential under-
standing, the essence of
"Coming Out Week."
So, seeking some culture,
experience and ambiance? You
may have missed Yan, but there
will be more slams like this
one, and if not, we are encour-
aged to take the mic, as Yan
said: "People, I give you
courage ... go slam."
GULP, MUNCH & WATCH!
ENTREES, APPETIZERS,
NFL SUNDAY TICKET PACKAGE,
NTN TRIVIA GAMES & NEW
SNACK HOUR IN THE BAR!
Open every night until 12:30am.
We accept the MaineCard.
MaineCard
FABULOUS SNACKS JUST $2.99 OR LESS.
NEW SNACK HOUR IN THE BAR...
OFFERED MONDAY-FRIDAY
FROM 4-7PM AND lOPM-CLOSE
AT THE BANGOR MALL
Opposite Filene's
207-947-5000
5 20.16 Pizzeria UDO COrPDtatPfl
CHICAGO GRILL
Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Today's Birthday (10-27-05).
You may suffer a setback this
year, but don't let it stop you.
The lesson is about teamwork.
Call in others to help.To get
the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a five. Take it easy.
Don't make waves. Provide
excellent service. Do this another
day or two and your job is
secure.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an eight. You're encoun-
tering resistance, but you're also
making converts. Keep up the
good work.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a five. Just when
you're at your wit's end, you
realize you don't have to do
anything more just now. Get
some rest.
Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a seven. Your natural
thrift and common sense are
drawing attention from others.
They think you're looking
good.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a four. The money's
coming in, but you must account
for every penny. Even if there's a
lot, you can't afford to waste a
cent.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a seven. You'll get more
confident the more you practice.
Keep at it; you're acquiring good
habits.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is a four. It's OK to hide
out by yourself. Take your
phone off the hook and let the
machine in there answer all
your calls. Concentrate on
computations.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an eight. Meet with
people who share your interests
and agree with your goals. You'll
have a productive strategy
session.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a six. The answer you're
seeking is very close. You might
even find it today. It may not be
what you expected, however. It's
better.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an eight. Don't go with
the whims of fashion. Set your
own pace. You do best when
you're a little bit different. Let
them follow you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a four. Finances are
your area of interest now. Be a
lender rather than a borrower,
with good collateral.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is an eight. Grab your
favorite partner and head for
the high country. Conditions
are much better now for travel
and good conversation.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder-Tribune Information
Services.
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Boulder County's #1 comic strip about monsters: www.joshshalek.com kid_shay@joshshalek.com
A College Girl Named Joe
WHAT'S YOUR
EXCUSE FOR
MISSING CIASSFS
tiErt WEEK?
I MOW NM
Atir) THEM
NEV' GOOD
ROW:714.
PAUL
MAN, I BET YOU'RE JUST
NINO TO ZAP,
SOMEBODY WITH YOUR
DESTRUCT-O-RAY.
WHAT, YOU MINK ALL
WE ALIENS WANT TO DO
IS COME TO YOUR CRAP
PLANET AND DESTROY
YOU AND TME OVER?
I BET YOU THINK WE'RE
OBSESSED WITH COWS
AND CORN TOO. NOW
DARE YOU.
SI
by Aaron Warner
VEAL..
rwI3,ER USING
114AT OK FOR YEARS,
BUT T14EY STILL
h\AK ME COME
TO CI-ASS.
BY BILLY O'KEEFE WWW.MRBILLY.COM
BUT I BET 'IOU (ANNA ZAP THAT
GUY BEffIND 'IOU, 1216HT7 I MEAN,
COME ON. EVEN "I" WANT TO.
DAMN STRAIGHT, FRIEND. ALL
RIGHT, CLOSE YOUR EYES, LOSER.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Asian desert
5 Penned
10 1970 Kinks hit
14 Reitman or
Lendl
15 Nostrils
16 Actor Baldwin
17 People of
property
19 Nutrition plan
20 Priscilla's dear
John
21 Bullring VIPs
23 Proboscis
25 Archer or
Bancroft
26 Petty quarrel
29 Type of school
31 Get a grip on
35 Last pitcher
37 Rodent pests
39 Understand
40 Thole insert
41 Of a creative
nature
43 been had!
44 Blast letters
45 Freshwater
duck
46 Infuriate
48 Fixed gaze
50 Use a keyboard
52 Hankerings
53 Into the sunset
55 Bank deal
57 One Presley
61 Spoke angrily
65 Bath's river
66 Inquisitive and
pushy
68 Canasta display
69 Missouri feeder
70 The work week
is over!
71 On the Atlantic
72 Plus item
73 Alphabetize
DOWN
1 monster
2 Track layout
3 Wedding token
4 Paragraph
indications
5 Wind dir.
6 Hysterical one
7 Cookie snack
8 Maryland player
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14
151111
16
17 11111 19111
20 21 22lU
23 24 25111
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39II
40lU
41
421111
43II
44
II
45
III
46147111
5211148 49 50 51
53 54 55 56
57 58 59lUll60 61 62 63 64
65
111 66 11167 lUll
68
111
71
691111 
70111
Services,
721111
73
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9 City on the Ruhr
10 Set of steps
11 Potpourri
12 Lounge lizard's
look
13 Plays a part
18 Lennon's Yoko
22 Cartwright of
"Lost in Space"
24 Spending
binge
26 Stirling citizens
27 Factory
28 Major artery
30 Post of etiquette
32 Whispered word
33 Number of
samurai
34 Parts of
hammers
36 Value
38 Small part
42 Dreamer's
surface
47 Hereditary
rulers
49 Kigali's country
51 Word of honor
Solutions
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54 Pacific island
group
56 Exist
57 Himalayan
monk
58 Currier and
59 Flat fish
60 McKinley and
Lupino
62 Energetic
dancer
63 Qatari leader
64 Adroit
67 Permit to
0
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Cutting the red tape
I've lived most of my adult life
well aware of the protection, and
responsibility that comes with our
much-vaunted freedom of speech.
Read it, studied it — I feel pretty
safe saying that I know this well
and, disturbingly enough, it never
feels like time has passed before I
have to reach back into the book-
shelf and brush up.
It's been a couple of years since
the last time the topic really came
to a head for me. Writing things
like this is bound to irk someone
eventually and in every case I've
seen before, the person irked was
someone higher up the food chain
than myself. It makes for an inter-
esting conversation.
"No, sir, I didn't really mean it
when I said you were a communist
sympathizer. Or that you have a
bad toupee."
Ultimately, every time I've
come before the man and had to
defend myself for anything I've
written or broadcast, I've been vin-
dicated. As it turns out, most peo-
ple are willing to concede if you
can viably defend either why you
said something or your right to say
it.
But why now? As is often the
case, everything always happens at
once. It's nerve-wracking and irri-
tating to have your opinions chal-
lenged virulently from multiple
angles at once, which has been the
situation for me.
Down at WMEB, I've got a
nifty little sign on my door that
says "Production Manager." If you
ever listen to the station, and I
don't care what time of day,
chances are you've heard my
voice. The job entails producing
the majority of our station identi-
fiers, those "you're listening to
blank blank blank" bits that flood
most radio stations, our non-profit
advertising, and public service
announcements. It's a great job.
However, one of the responsibili-
ties it entails puts me directly in the
line of fire should anyone have an
issue with our advertising or pro-
motional schemes.
"Listen, I know you people
aren't communists. Can't anyone
take a joke around here?"
In media today, edgy is the
name of the game. Especially for a
smaller station like ours, it's impor-
tant that we make people think, and
then provide the kind of experience
they're not going to get anywhere
else. Honestly, the wide format we
present gives us little else to hang
our hat on. I have to figure out
some way to tie all these things
together, and the whole "alterna-
tive listening" thing is probably the
best way to go.
I should pay more attention to
Howard Stern.
It's impossible to be "edgy" and
not raise someone's dander. I've
lost count of the people this col-
umn has irritated, which is unfortu-
nate. I'm pretty open to criticism.
Don't hesitate to tell me when you
think what I'm saying is an
absolute load. It's my opinion, so
you'll probably be right.
Broadcasting is different,
though. Neither the station nor I
can afford to take chances with
things like that. Should we be
proven wrong, the penalties can be
extremely severe, not to mention
the effect on our listening base. So
when someone raises a complaint
with something there, it has my full
attention.
Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
That's a strange pair of hats to
have to shift between. Call me a
loud-mouthed, insensitive
blowhard here and chances are
you'll be spot on. I consider it a
compliment. Do the same thing
about my on-air content and the
effects transfer to many more peo-
ple than little old me, people that
shouldn't have to bear the brunt of
someone's personal complaint with
me or my work.
Fortunately, the responses in
broadcasting are much easier and
gratifying to the complainer than in
print. WMEB recently ran head-
first into one such issue, the con-
tent of a station identifier whose
conception and creation was com-
pletely my doing. A group of indi-
viduals had a serious complaint
about something I had produced
that was being aired by the station.
The situation threatened to get real-
ly ugly, really fast. Several solu-
tions to the problem were tossed
around but none of them seemed to
fit. Pulling the content was ques-
tionable at best, since doing so is
often taken as an admission of
guilt.
Luckily, we got a break. There
were some misconceptions about
the intent of the piece, a revelation
that smoothed things down consid-
erably. An offer for equal air time
was taken up, and the offer stands
for more, the result of which was a
public service announcement about
the particular issue at stake, done
by those involved, that will help
clear the air.
On-air and in print: I spend a
huge portion of my time and ener-
gy assembling both. Either can
easily be a full-time job and there's
a certain amount of personal satis-
faction that goes into doing both. It
also involves a lot of my free time.
I get recognized as a result of both,
and really appreciate it every time
one of you e-mails me or comes up
to me on the sidewalk to tell me
what you think of what I've done.
It makes my day every time.
That's a double-edged sword,
though. I can be as thought-pro-
voking and witty as hell here, but if
people meet me on the street and
walk away thinking I'm a foul-
mouthed racist, bigot, homophobe,
insert-bad-thing-here, not only
does it hurt my personal reputation,
but it hurts a lot of what I'm trying
to do with my life. Who wants to
listen to a racist?
"Yeah, I called you a commu-
nist. What are you going to do
about it?"
I simply can't afford to shoot
myself in the foot like that. I don't
subscribe to any kind of doctrine
like that and I can guarantee you'll
never hear something like that
come out of my mouth. I can't
afford it, and I mean that literally.
Call me a racist and not only are
you lying, you're attacking me on a
level I make a point to avoid at all
costs. There are better and more
creative ways to make fun of some-
one — no one ever needs to go there.
My dad put it best not too long ago:
"Don't start a fight with someone
who buys his ink by the barrel."
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BREAK AWAY — Senior Derek Damon streaks down the right wing boards as head coach Tim Whitehead looks on from
the visitor's bench during men's ice hockey practice at Alfond Arena on Wednesday afternoon.
EAGLES
From Page 20
duel is the first match since last sea-
son's epic double overtime decision.
"It's a great rivalry," said
Whitehead. "Boston College and
UMaine have played a lot of big
games over the years. Most recently
they beat us 2-1 in double overtime
in the Hockey Fast tournament. The
year before we beat them 2-1 at the
Fleet Center in the Frozen Four, so
we've traded some good punches
over the years."
The game, which stands as the
gillack Bear's first departure from
Orono in two weeks, promises to
weigh heavily on the national scene.
UMaine enters the road match
ranked fifth in both the USCHO-
CSTV and the USA Today-USA
Hockey Magazine poll, while
Boston College is ranked eight in the
USCHO-CSTV poll and the 10th in
the other. As well, the return to
Conte Forum is the first since the
Black Bears watched the Eagles win
the Hockey East regular season
championship after a 2-2 stalemate
last season.
The game stands as the Black
Bears Hockey East opener.
"We are excited for Hockey East
to start," said captain Greg Moore.
"We are a bit more focused on get-
ting Hockey East underway and
getting some points."
The league competition will
continue the next night in Amherst,
Mass., with another familiar face,
the University of Massachussetts.
The Minutemen are no pushover in
the rivalry department either. The
Black Bears have faced UMass-
Amherst in two of the last four
Hockey East tournaments. With
each going down in Black Bear
lore.
The Minuteman are currently 1-
2-0, while the Eagles are 1-1-1.
UMaine on the other hand is an
impressive 5-1-0 on the young sea-
son. The Black Bears, coming off
two-straight home sweeps this year,
hope to extend their current four-
game win streak with the road slate.
"We are not under the micro-
scope like we were before the sea-
son, when everyone thought it was
going to be a tough year for us,"
said Whitehead. "We've re-estab-
lished ourselves."
Whitehead believes the chal-
lenge of a tight road game is one the
Black Bears are ready for.
"We would love to play our
entire season here because we have
such a great home ice advantage,
but its going to be a great challenge
for us to go on the road," said
Whitehead. "We're excited."
Both opponents return to the
Black Bear schedule polar oppo-
sites from what they were last sea-
son. BC graduated 10 seniors
from last year's squad and boasts
a bigger, more defensive laden
team, while the Minuteman have
undergone a youth movement.
"There has been a lot of turnover
in all three teams," said Whitehead.
"All three teams are excited about
what they have, I certainly know
we are."
Leading the youth movement on
Chestnut Hill is sophomore Cory
Schneider. The talented netrninder
has played in all three games and
"We think we can
do something this
year but now we've
got to prove we can
do it consistently."
Tim Whitehead
UMaine men's ice hockey
coach
has a 3.26 goals against average
and .896 save percentage. He was
13-14 last season.
"I know they will be pumped up
and ready to go," said Whitehead.
"It's their Hockey Fast home open-
er, so obviously they feel they have
a good home ice advantage too."
UMass-Amherst, however, is
lead in net by Gabe Winer. Having
played in two games, Winer posts a
2.53 goals against average and .934
save percentage.
The Black Bears will touch the
ice at Conte Forum with their own
youth movement rollihg around.
UMaine is currently lead by a
goalie tandem of sophomore Matt
Lundin and freshman Ben Bishop.
With both underclassmen having
shined early on, Whitehead feels the
need to split time between each
goalie.
"This weekend you can expect to
see both goalies because they are
both playing very well," said
Whitehead. "As far as the order we
will determine it on Friday.."
Bishop stands at 3-1-0 with a
.929 save percentage and a 1.73
goals against average. Lundin, who
is coming off his first collegiate
shutout last weekend against
Alabama-Huntsville has .500 goals
against average and a .971 save per-
centage
The Black Bears will change up
a few lines, with Mike Lundin and
Keith Johnson likely sitting out
because of shoulder injuries.
UMaine's power play enters the
series excelling at 22 percent con-
version rate.
"Our special team is a little bit
ahead of where we thought it would
be," said Whitehead.
Both games start at 7 p.m.
"We think we can do something
this year but now we've got to prove
we can do it consistently," said
Whitehead.
STRETCH
From Page 20
el north to face the Black Bears.
The Hens bring with them a 1-3
conference record. Last week,
however, Delaware snatched their
lone conference win in a 34-28
upset of James Madison.
Offensively, Omar Cuff leads the
way as both a receiver and running
back. Cuff has recorded 851 yards
on the ground, while catching 30
balls for 330 yards, and has reached
the end zone 15 times this season.
The offense as a whole has averaged
nearly 196 rushing yards per game.
Blue Hens quarterback Sonny
Riccio is back engineering the
offense, as he has totaled over
1,300 yards, throwing just two
interceptions in seven games to
go with 10 touchdowns.
While quarterback Ron
Whitcomb has thrown ten picks
this season, his total yardage does-
n't fall much behind that of
Riccio's. Whitcomb has completed
57 percent of his passes for 1,258
yards and eight touchdowns.
McMahan continues to be the
frontrunner of the receiving corps,
as he totaled 180 yards last
Saturday, grabbing two scores in
the tough homecoming loss.
McMahan ranks 18th in the coun-
try in receiving yards per game
with 89.8.
Gordon will look to break the
school record for career kickoff
return yards, as he needs just 81 to
accomplish this feat in only his
junior season.
On the defensive side of the
ball, linebacker John Mulhern
paces the Blue Hens, recording 64
stops, while co-captain Jermaine
Walker guides the Black Hole
defense with 60 tackles.
"We definitely have a lot of
room to work and I think that
improvement will come through-
out the weeks," said Whitcomb
after Saturday's 35-14 loss against
the Minutemen.
Kick off is set for noon at
Alfond Stadium Saturday and can
be seen locally on channel 5.
M. Lundin
B. Bishop
Coach's
Corner
Compiled by
Matthew Conyers
UMaine men's ice
hockey coach Tim
Whitehead shares
some of his team's
focuses for the
upcoming weekend
1 Continued suc-cess on thepower play andpenalty kill.
"I think continuing
to be really strong on
special teams will be a
key, no question."
Drawing first
blood
"Secondly, for us
striking first will be
important. Getting the
first goal will be a step
up. It won't determine
the outcome, but it
would be great to get
the first goal on the
road."
3 Staying disci-plined and keep-ing focused
"Our discipline and
focus is going to be very
important. We're on the
road and we have to
make sure we stick to
our game plan."
UMaine Statistical
Leaders
A
G. Moore 4 3 7
M. Leveille 3 4 7
J. Soares 4 2 6
D. Damon 3 2 5
J. Jankus 2 2 4
K. Hopson 1 3 4
K. Johnson 1 3 4
B. Ryan 1 3 4
Goaltending
GAA SVP
0.50 .971
1.73 .929
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TEDY BEAR — New England Patriots linebacker Tedy
Bruschi, set to return to the lineup Sunday, celebrates his
interception in Super Bowl XXXIX in February 2005.
Welcome back, Bruschi
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
The New England Patriots have
caused the fewest turnovers of any
team in the National Football
League. Of 32 teams, the defense is
ranked 26th overall, 25th against the
Commentary
run, and 28th in points per game,
allowing an abysmal 27.3.
The defense has lacked a play-
maker, a leader and at times it seems
as though they lack anyone willing
to tackle somebody in an off-color
jersey.
Last week, all that changed. Pro
Bowl linebacker Tedy Bruschi
made his return to the practice field
eight months after suffering a mild
stroke.
Some have wondered if playing
is a risk to Bruschi's health and to
that end, he has visited with count-
less specialists in the Boston area,
one of the leading hubs in medical
technology. He has been cleared
physically able to play by each of
them.
Remember that prior to the sea-
son, Bruschi told the Boston Globe
that he would heal much faster
physically than he would mentally.
Bruschi implied that his mindset
wasn't ready for football, and who
could blame him after suffering
such a sudden and dangerous ail-
ment? Now, he's simply changed
his mind.
Watching his defense this sea-
son, who can blame Bruschi for
feeling an itch to come back?
Watching my high school team lose
makes me want to hop on the field
and play again; imagine how a Pro
Bowl in his prime must feel watch-
ing LaDainian Tomlinson and
Tatum Bell embarrass his team-
mates.
Once Bruschi started to feel the
urge to play, he had every imagina-
ble test performed on him, and as
he revealed in an emotional press
conference last Monday afternoon,
he then cleared his return with the
most important person of all: his
wife.
Choking back tears, Bruschi
described the support she had lent
him through the ordeal and The
decision they made together that he
should try to play again this season
rather than waiting until next year,
all over breakfast at their favorite
restaurant in North Attleboro,
Mass.
That's exactly what makes this
such a special story. The lasting
image I have of Tedy Bruschi isn't
of him returning an interception for
a touchdown and then throwing
snowballs, or of him stripping the
ball from an opposing running
back. It is of him playing with his
two young sons on the field before
Super Bowl XXXIX.
Bruschi is a family man who has
always acted with the utmost class
and dignity. He is working with
stroke victims and educating peo-
ple to get to a hospital as soon as
possible when they feel stroke-like
symptoms. His recovery will be an
inspiration for all victims of
strokes, whether they're trying to
learn to walk again or play football.
What he will bring to the team in
terms of physical ability and mental
smarts, while profound, will ulti-
mately pale in comparison to what
he brings to them in terms of emo-
tion and heart. He'll be ready
because he's been in meetings all
along, and the only downside is that
he's going to steal the Comeback
Player of the Year award from
friend and former teammate Drew
Bledsoe.
Fans can rejoice because Bruschi
brings championship pedigree and
an innate ability to make big plays
to a defense badly in need of a
makeover and an identity. But they
should also rejoice about the tri-
umph of a man who at one time was
partially blind and couldn't walk
making it all the way back to the
highest possible level of his chosen
profession.
His love for the game and life,
and his lion's heart, have allowed
him to make this comeback. Any
football fan can't help but smile at
the way he plays every single down.
The ovation Bruschi is greeted
with when the Patriots take the field
at Gillette Stadium next weekend
will be deafening and chilling;
potentially one of the great
moments in the history of Boston
sports, broadcast on ESPN for all to
see.
Those of us watching on televi-
sion here at UMaine will have but
one response: Welcome back, Tedy.
We missed you.
7 p.m. - Friday, Oct. 28
2 p.m.- Saturday, Oct. 29
Alfond Arena
PLAYOFFS
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by Boston University at
Nickerson Field.
Senior captain Heather
Hathorn, who was named
America East Player of the
Week on Monday, feels her
team is set for the challenge
ahead.
"The team is very excited
and confident heading into this
year's America East Women's
Soccer Championship at
Boston University," said
Hathorn. "We have been in the
playoffs the past two years so
the nerves are not really there
for most of us as they might
have been in the previous post
seasons. We have a highly
experienced team and we are
used to playing together."
On Friday, UMaine will be
traveling to Boston University
so that they may witness first-
hand the game between their
possible opponents, the UMBC
Retrievers and the Binghamton
University Bearcats. During
the regular season the Black
Bears had mixed results against
their two possible semi-final
opponents. This past weekend
the Black Bears defeated the
Retrievers 2-0, but it was their
other possible opponent, the
Binghamton Bearcats, that
gave the Black Bears trouble.
UMaine lost to Binghamton
University last year in the
America East Championship
final by a score of 2-0. To fol-
low things up the Black Bears
slumped to a 1-0 home defeat
at the hands of Binghamton on
Oct. 16.
The Black Bears dominat-
ed most of the game and even
outshot the Bearcats by a total
of 25-8 but Binghamton
would ultimately hand
UMaine their only America
East loss of the season.
Assistant Coach Jackie
Gebhart, who is in her 10th
year as the University of
Maine women's soccer assis-
tant coach, shares the same
belief in her team that
Hathorn shows.
"The mindset of our team
is both relaxed and focused.
We have many players here
who have had prior champi-
onship experience. I am antic-
ipating that their experience
will pay dividends in our
quest to winning a champi-
onship," said Gebhart.
The prospect of playing
Binghamton on Sunday is
something that the team rel-
ishes.
- "I would have to say the
sentiment of the team is to
face Binghamton on Sunday
even though they are a higher
rank than the University of
Maryland Baltimore County,"
said Gebhart. "The consensus
is that we have some unfin-
ished business to take care of
in that we dominated play in
our regular season game but
didn't get the result that we
thought we deserved."
Should the Black Bears
advance on Sunday, the
championship game will be
held on Nov. 5 or 6 at the
highest seed remaining. If
UMaine plays Boston
University they will return to
Nickerson Field.
If the Terriers are upset
however, the Black Bears will
host the championship match
in Orono.
TANGO
From Page 20
The Black Bears overcame not
only a late trip to Manchester, but
a late game Saturday and an early
game Sunday that they won in
double overtime. The Black
Bears feel that this past weekend
has made them stronger.
"Whatever doesn't kill you
only makes you stronger," said
junior Joanna Fernandes.
Saucier, an Old Town native,
said that while statistically her
team's two wins last weekend did
not guarantee them anything,
they were still big wins, especial-
ly Saturday's 3-0 win over
UMBC.
"It feels good to be undefeated
in conference so far," she said.
"We overcame a lot of adversity.
We were exhausted but we
pushed through and came out
with a 'W'. That's all we want."
The Black Bears hope that
their success carries over to
Sunday's contest on Morse
Field.
"I think we have a really
good shot," said Saucier.
"They're a beatable team. We
feel good and we're confident
going into this game."
Saucier, a team captain, says
she is not at all surprised with
BU's loss on Saturday to
Albany. She says that Albany is
a good team. Most of their loss-
es have been by just one goal.
New Hampshire and Albany are
University of Maine
fighting to get in the tourna-
ment.
"This tournament is going to
be a good fight," she said.
"We're all pretty tight right
now."
With just a few days to go
before their showdown with BU,
a team that has consistently
been ranked in the top 20 of the
National Field Hockey Coaches
Association Poll all season, the
Black Bears are doing their
homework. Saucier said that she
has watched BU on tape and she
knows her team can win.
"This week we'll really have
to focus on getting everyone on
the same page," she said.
Sunday's game will begin at
noon and will be played on
Morse Field.
A t h I e t ics
Be sure to get your Super Fans card punched at any home Maine athletic event!
Women's Hockey & Diving
Maine vs. Sacred Heart Maine vs. Rhode Island
Sat.Oct 29 - 11 a.m.
Wallace Pool
Memorial Gym
Black Bear Field Hockey
Battle for the conference title!
Maine vs. Boston University
12 p.m.- Sunday, Oct. 30
Alfond Stadium
Senior Day
%041Football
Maine vs. Delaware
12 p.m.-• Saturday, Oct. 29
Alfond Stadium
Men's Soccer
Maine vs. Stony Brook
1 p.m.- Sunday, Oct. 30
Alumni Field
Senior Day
Men's & Women's Basketball
Blue White Game & Fan Fest
Sunday, Oct. 30th -4 p.m.
Alfond Arena
*FREE for all fans
*Dunk Contest •3-point shootout
*First glimpse at Maine's men's & women's basketball teams
*Beat The Buzzer $10,000 shot with one lucky student
*Get your Surer Fans card punched twice
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UM set to go for repeat
By Nicholas McCrea
For The Maine Campus
On Saturday, the University of
the Maine cross country teams
will be running in the America
East Championship at
Binghamton University in New
York. The men's team is confi-
dent and hopes to repeat last
year's success by winning the
conference championship.
AMERICA EAST
CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
SATURDAY, OCT. 29
BINGHAMTON, NY
America East competition
includes Albany, Binghamton
University, Boston University,
Hartford, University of
Baltimore-Maryland County, the
University of New Hampshire,
Stony Brook University, and
Vermont.
The team has high expecta-
tions for this year's champi-
onship race. Donald Drake, one
of UMaine's top runners, said
that if the team can simply "keep
their cool," they will have an
eacellent chance at defending
their title.
"The only thing that can real-
ly get in the way of our victory is
if we beat ourselves," added
Drake.
UMaine's major competitor in
this year's championship is rival
UNH.
In most major meets, UMaine
has come out ahead of the
Wildcats, and with the Black
Bears sending out all its top run-
ners, they are the favorites to
take it all again this year.
Kirby Davis, another of
UMaine's top runners, said that
the team should not let the spot-
light directed their way blind
them from what they're trying to
_accomplish.
"Last year was a different
year, with a different team, on a
completely different course,
with a different field of competi-
tion," said Davis, who didn't
want to make predictions about
Some people take
steroids to get angry,
and for them muscle
mass is a dangerous
side effect
the outcome of the champi-
onship.
The squad has been working
up to this event since May when
they started their summer work-
outs. Since then, head coach
Mark Lech has had the team run-
ning on courses that simulate the
terrain at Binghamton, which
consists of everything from flat
stretches to steep hills.
The hills will be the real test
for UMaine's runners, who real-
ize that every team will try to
keep close on their heels in the
hopes that the Black Bears will
tire and they can take advantage.
However, the team is optimistic
that their hard work and training
will pay off.
Several members of the squad
seemed to step up their perform-
ances in the weeks leading up to
the championships. Both Davis
and Drake have received weekly
awards and have been top per-
formers all season. Davis
specifically noted the improve-
ments from Paul Rupprecht,
Josh Trevino and David Woods.
He added that if these three put
down strong times, the team
would be very tough to beat.
Last year was the first time
UMaine had ever won the cross
country title. Lech saw his team
take huge strides last season and
he's seen some similarities in the
way his team has developed this
season.
"Last year our guys came
through with stellar performanc-
es with one of the lowest point
totals ever for the America
East," Lech added.
UMaine scored 28 points to
finish that race, beating out the
nearest competitor, UNH, by 30
points.
"I think that we had the mind-
set that no one could beat us on
that day, so they didn't," Drake
said.
The UMaine women's team
will be seeking to improve on
their performance in the champi-
onships last year. The squad fin-
ished ninth in a very strong field
of 10 teams. Boston University
won last year's championship
and has won 13 of the 16
America East Women's Cross
Country Championships.
SPRING BREAK '06
Now Hiring Reps:
Organize Small Group
Travel Free!
Book Early:
Save Big $SS
Free Meals
Best Flights
www.sunsplashtours.com
1_800..42.6.7710
THE NE
CAMPUS
CLASSIFIEDS
Business Opportunity
Need an extra
$36,000.00 a year?
Vending Business for sale.
Sell $5000
1-800-568-1281 or
vendingfriends.com
To place a classified, call
I
581-1273 between 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
or FC Allison Frazier.
For Rent 
Large 2/3 Bed at 112
Bennoch Rd., Stillwater.
Heat, water, sewer incl.
$800.00 per month. Call:
866-7027
Spacious 3/4 bed at 646
Main St. Old Town.
Heat, water, sewer
incl. $1050 per month.
Call: 866-7027
Large 4 bed at 18
Penobscot St. Orono. Heat,
water, sewer incl.
$1400.00 per month.
Call: 866-7027
Why UMaine actually is a hockey hub
By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus
I read the opening line and
almost fell out of my chair. Then I
re-read the opening line, this time
sitting on the ground just so I
wouldn't hurt myself if I fell again.
"The University of Maine is not
a hockey school." In the realm of
bold statements, a realm I am very
familiar with, I felt completely
outmatched. Nothing I have said
in the last year could match the
absurdity of this statement.
UMaine is not a hockey
school? Wow. Please don't tell
that to student athletes on other
sports teams, because it will truly
break some hearts.
Before I get to the factual side
of my argument, I am responding
to the question Ryan Clark posed
in his article titled "Women's
hockey deserves more support."
Approximately midway through
his article Mr. Clark asked the
reader, "Without support from the
place that is on the front of that jer-
sey, what is the point in playing?"
Without wasting too much time
on this the point Mr. Clark, is get-
ting an education at a reduced rate,
staying involved in sports as long
as possible before leaving the
game and becoming a working
adult, and taking on new chal-
lenges such as winning that elusive
national championship.
Ignoring all that, however, I do
have a real point. The University
of Maine is a hockey school—
here lies the proof.
The UMaine women's hockey
team has averaged 334 fans per
game, through four games so far
this year. This average of 334 is
greater than that of conference
opponents Connecticut and
Northeastern at 310 and 322, and
Boston College which averaged
194 in 2004-05.
In fact our women's hockey
team was ranked 13th nationally in
home attendance, at 184 fans per
game last year, and was the fourth
most watched Hockey East team
during the 2003-2004 season.
Since the attendance has nearly
doubled in only two years, I
assume it's fair to say that the
women's hockey team has not
only improved on the ice, but also
in the stands.
These numbers do not compare
to our men's attendance averages,
but there are externalities that also
affect this change other than fan
preferences such as game time,
marketing, national exposure and
success.
Even though this evidence is
quite overwhelming, I will take
this idea a step further. Compare
the women's hockey team to the
other women's teams on campus
and you'll notice how much of a
hockey school this place is.
Our women's volleyball team
averages 162 fans per game.
While this is less than half of what
the hockey team brings out, it
becomes exponentially dwarfed
when compared to national atten-
dance leader Hawaii, who gets
nearly 7,000 fans per game.
The women's soccer, field
hockey and softball teams also
find themselves in similar situa-
tions. UMaine soccer averages
154 fans per home game, which is
nowhere near national acclaim, as
no. one Texas A&M nears 3,000 a
game.
The field hockey players saw
about 328 fans a game for all four
of their home games this year, and
the NCAA doesn't even keep
national field hockey attendance
statistics.
Our softball team averages 91
fans per game, which is a 20 per-
cent of the 1,800 fans Fresno State
sees per game, and double what
UMaine sees in an entire season.
I couldn't even find statistics
about our swimming and diving
teams, though the word on the
street is that they are lucky to have
50 people show up to one of their
meets.
Oh, and how could I forget the
most important point? Between
our above mentioned sports
teams, women's field hockey, soc-
cer, and volleyball, all three are in
the middle of a heated pennant
race. Coming down the stretch
however, these teams have all
been forgotten. The Oct. 29 issue
of our sports section advertised
UMaine athletic "Upcoming
Events." In this section they men-
tioned games involving men's
soccer, football, hockey, men's
and women's cross-country and
women's hockey.
Forgotten however, were a few
events of note. Women's soccer is
playing a second round America
East playoff game Sunday. Our
field hockey team is closing out
their season at home against
Boston University this Sunday as
well. The volleyball squad is also
playing Sunday at New
Hampshire, in a game that could
very well determine the fate of
their 2005 playoffs. Lastly, the
swimming teams, men and
women, have their home oliening
meet this Saturday.
No one has cried the blues for
them though— no one until now.
So before you say we're not a
hockey school, think about who
you're really insulting.
Editor's Note: The Maine
Campus strives to cover all
Black Bears teams equally and
to date this semester has run 28
women's sports stories, 27 men's
sports stories and 10 stories on
co-ed teams.
$150 Sign-on Bonus
employees hired 9/19-12/31
paid after first 90 days
EOE
eR0 DAYN
Home Field dvantageTm
Offering Jobs that Work for You!
"Microdyne offers me the
opportunities I need to
advance my career
with the flexibility that
works for my busy life!"
Danielle Jones
5Year Microdyne Employee
Our Permanent Customer Care, Technical Support
& Outbound Sales Positions offer:
Variety of shift options
-3x12s
-4x10s
-Mothers' hours 9-3
-Health, Dental &Vision
-Employee Stock Purchase
-$7.50-12+
Apply in person or send a resume to:
3 Godfrey Dr. Orono, 04473
207.866.6017
Email jobsorono@microdyne.corn
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Early Birds Catch the Worms
Sunrise practice schedule makes for a unique
experience for women's ice hockey teammates,
friends Gettings, Tangredi, and Wauters.
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer
T
hey were sold on the
possibility of turning
the University of
Maine into a women's
hockey powerhouse.
However, a minor detail was
left out — having 5:30 a.m.
practices twice a week.
While most people may
complain about waking up
before sunrise, roommates and
women's ice hockey team
members Rachel Gettings,
Danielle Tangredi and Sheri
Wauters have done something
else: have fun.
"At first it was rough,"
Wauters said. "Now we have
alarm clocks built in our
heads."
Last season, the women's
team was having trouble find-
ing a time to practice that
wouldn't conflict with any-
one's schedule.
After looking over different
players' schedules and other
events going on at Alfond
Arena, the coaching staff
moved practices to 5:30 a.m.
on Tuesday and Thursday.
So far, the move has worked
well, as the Black Bears stand
at 3-2-1 and sit in second place
in Hockey East.
Combined with their team's
success, the trio has found
ways to make a night as well as
an early morning out of the
experience.
The method they take in
preparing for one of Guy
Perron's practices is simple:
They start the night before.
Once they get home from
the library or lifting, they study
some more and then take part
in what is referred to as
"Family Hour."
"We have a little family time
and it's fun," Gettings said.
"We watch some sports and
hang out and talk about the
day, make jokes and have fun."
Although their favorite pro-
fessional team, the New York
Yankees, has long been
knocked out from the playoffs,
they still find something to do.
From talking about their day
to thinking about the week
COURTESY OF MICHAEL YORK
THREE AMIGAS — Junior goalie Rachel Gettings (top left) and
sophomore forwards Danielle Tangredi (top right) and Sheri
Wauters (bottom right) have used their friendship to help adjust
to the rigors of early morning women's ice hockey practice this
season.
ahead, the affectionately nick-
named "mafia" gets all of this
done before their self-imposed
9:30 p.m. bedtime.
Seven hours later is when
the real fun begins.
Tangredi is the first one to
wake up around 4 a.m. Her rou-
tine is really simple. She wakes
up, watches SportsCenter to
check on her beloved San Jose
Sharks, drinks her tea and gets
dressed; all while listening to
Mike Jones.
"I always listen to Mike
Jones. I find him very inspira-
tional," Tangredi said. "It has a
good beat and the words are
about busting your ass and that
is what you need to hear at 4
a.m."
With the beats of Houston's
finest are in the background,
Wauters and Gettings start to
wake up as well. Their way of
waking up may not be as event-
ful. For them, it's all about
getting to the rink before the
sun comes up.
Even when they leave their
apartment, the ride to the
Alfond is a microcosm of what
every early morning is like.
With Gettings and Wauters, the
radio stays off. They collect
their thoughts and talk about
getting better.
Tangredi does the same
thing, but with music on.
However, she is the first to
admit that when it comes to
getting to the rink she is not the
most energized on the team.
"For me, I am ready, but I
am no Cheryl White when it
comes to saying 'good morn-
ing' to everyone," said
Tangredi, referring to one of
the team's captains. "I do say
hello, don't get me wrong, but
my mindset is one of getting
ready for practice."
As for practice itself, that all
depends on how the games
have been going.
4
m.
Either way, they have come
to expect anything that comes
their way.
One day they may focus on
the power play or work on their
fundamentals.
"It's tough to get up in the
morning and you have to get a
set routine...5 a.m. is 5 a.m.
and you have to come ready to
the rink. We have to be ready to
go before we get there," 
Gettings said.
STREAK
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experiencing after moving from
the Buckeye state. "The pro-
gram was good there but every-
one was focused on football
and here everyone seems to
enjoy hockey. The weekend
was great and I do not regret
making my move."
Outside of extending the
home unbeaten streak, the
Black Bears managed to pick
up three conference points as
well.
Two points came against the
then tenth-ranked Connecticut
Huskies as the Black Bears
blanked UConn 1-0 in overtime
on a Kelly Law goal.
In their following game
against Northeastern, UMaine
managed to wrestle away a
point as the teams tied 1-1.
Saturday's win against
UConn saw the Black Bears
freshman netminder garner a
conference award.
On Tuesday, Genevieve
Turgeon was named the ITECH
Rookie of the Week. Turgeon
received the award for stopping
20 shots for her first career
shutout.
Although the weekend set
against the Pioneers won't help
the Black Bears in the Hockey
East standings, the team will
look to gain some confidence
before heading into the first
weekend in November as they
will face perennial power
Providence College.
SACRED HEART V. UM
FRIDAY OCT. 28 &
SATURDAY OCT. 29
7 P.M.
"I think every weekend is
important and we are going to
come out the same way we did
against UConn and the more
you play the better we get," said
UMaine head coach Guy Perron.
"We are going to work on
what we do best and hopefully
that is good enough to win this
weekend."
Besides playing at the
Alfond, one other advantage
UMaine will take into the
weekend is Sacred Heart's
schedule.
The opening game of the
series will be the first time the
Pioneers have played in over
two weeks.
In their last series during the
weekend of Oct. 14-15, the
Pioneers hosted Robert Morris
University where they swept
the Colonials, a team the Black
Bears also defeated.
The sweep over Robert
Morris was the first time that
the Pioneers had won a series
as they had gone 0-2-1 to start
their season and are now 2-2-1.
Their first game was a tie
against Hockey East newcomer
Vermont.
They were swept by
Rensselaer by a combined score
of 11-1.
"I think it will be a good
game and I do not care if it's
not in the conference and its
still a game people are going to
look at it," said defenseman
Kim Meagher. "I still want to
win and it would be nice if they
were Hockey East btit other*
than that, it is nice to win."
UMaine
to begin
playoffs
By Mario Desanctis Jr.
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
women's soccer team conclud-
ed their regular season Sunday
Women's Soccer
by defeating the University of
Maryland Baltimore County
Retrievers 2-0. This marked
UMaine's sixth conference win
of the season, and eleventh
overall victory this year as they
finish 6-1-1 in conference and
11-5-1 overall.
The Black Bears finished
second in the six team America
East conference, trailing the
Boston University Terriers by
three points. This makes, it
three straight postseason
appearances for UMaine. The
team is looking to make it to
their third straight America
East tournament championship
game.
The Black Bears have
earned a first round bye and
will face the winner of Friday
afternoon's first round game
between the sixth seeded
UMBC, and third seeded
Binghamton University on
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. This
year's first round and semi-
final games of the 2005
America East Women's Soccer
Championship are being hosted
-s See PLAYOFFS on Page 17
Cross Country
, to run in
..i championships
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Black Bears to tango with Terriers
Field Hockey hopes to claim first America East regular season crown
STREET BALL — Senior Meagan Connolly (left) and freshman Kim MacDonald battle for the
tender Rebecca Giroux looks on during practice in the field house Wednesday afternoon.
The University of Maine field
hockey team is preparing this
week for its biggest game of the
season.
The first-place Black Bears
will host second-place Boston
University on Sunday to decide
the America East conference reg-
ular season champion. The game
will give the Black Bears a
By Riley Donovan chance to do something they have
Assistant News Editor never done before: win the
America East regular season title.
While the Black Beats are 4-0
BU VS. UM
SUNDAY, OCT. 30
NOON
and the Terriers are 3-1, a BU win
would give both teams a 4-1
record to end the season, with the
tie-breaker going to the Terriers
because of head-to-head play.
The game's winner will not
only take home the conference
regular season title, but it will
also get to host the America East
championship tournament, which
features the conference's top four
teams. The Black Bears are mak-
ing their fifth straight trip to the
tournament.
The Black Bears are riding a
four-game winning-streak that
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STACY ALEXANDER
ball while sophomore goal--
includes their two weekend victo-
ries in Maryland, over UMBC
and Georgetown. While they won
both games, their weekend was
not an easy one, and got off to a
rocky start.
"We almost missed our
plane," said senior Shaunessy
Saucier. "We were like 'Home
Alone' running through the air-
port."
See TANGO on Page 17
UM looking
to extend
home streak
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer
There may not be any
Hockey East points on the line,
but a four-game home unbeaten
streak will be.
Women's Hockey
On Friday, the University of
Maine women's hockey team
will start the first of a two-
aame set
against
Sacred Heart
University.
Last weekend saw the Black
Bears defend the Alfond and
improve their home record to
3-0-1.
"It's kind of like a whole
different experience compared
to Ohio State," said forward
Pam Patterson, who comment-
ed on her first Alfond Arena
See feature
on page 19
See STREAK on Page 19
Football hopes to end losing stretch
By Erinne Magge
Staff Writer
Forget the Atlantic-10 title, the
NCAA playoffs and the top 25
weekly poll.
The University of Maine foot-
ball team needs this win not for
DELAWARE VS. UM
SATURDAY, OCT. 29
NOON
those outside forces, but for them-
selves.
With four games left in the sea-
son, they've posted an overall
record of 2-5, while remaining
winless in the A-10 at 0-4.
"Our offense has been strug-
gling a little bit for the past couple
a weeks but we got something
going against UMass and that's
something that we want to contin-
ue to build on and get better and
better at every week," said senior
wideout Kevin McMahan.
Last week, a move in the back-
field proved to be an efficient one
as the coaching staff used Arel
Gordon in his usual position as
receiver and also as a tailback.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP
LOOSEN UP — Members of the football team stretch out
during practice on Morse Field Wednesday afternoon.
"He gives us a little bit of an
edge player," said Cosgrove of
Gordon. "You saw how we slipped
him out of the backfield and we
also ran the inside zone with him."
Gordon finished the game with
153 all-purpose yards.
This week, UMaine will be
looking for its first conference win
as the Blue Hens of Delaware tray-
See STRETCH on Page 16
Hockey hits
road to face
rival Eagles
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
Please hold off on the introduc-
tions.
They're not needed.
In fact, they would be downright
comical. This isn't their first rodeo.
Nor is it their second, third or fourth.
The University of Maine men's
ice hockey program knows Boston
College. They know them like Peter
Pan knows captain Hook. Like the
Red Sox remember the Yankees.
And of course, like Superman
despises Lex Luthor. This is nothing
new.
National Spotlight. Marquee
matchups across the board. Sold-out
arena. Oh yes, the sight of these
squads together is undoubtedly
familiar.
Officially, Friday night's engage-
ment marks the 88th time these two
illustrious programs have gone toe-
to-toe. Never short on storylines, the
See EAGLES on Page 16
